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This catalogue includes all the publications, including 
periodicals, issued during the year by the institutions of 
the European Communities. Publications of which English 
versions have been issued are listed only in that lan-
guage; otherwise another version, but only one, is in-










Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes 
should not be used for ordering purposes): 
e.g. IT 80-247, appearing within an entry, means that the 
Italian version is described in the Italian catalogue for 
1980 at sequence number 247. Sequence numbers are 
printed consecutively on the left hand side of full entries 
in the classified list. 
Arrangement 
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows: 
Part I — The classified list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 20 headings each divided 
Into subheadings (see p. 4). 
Under each subheading, monographs and series are 
listed first in alphabetical order; there then follows a 
similar list of periodical titles. 
Full entries for monographs and series appear only once; 
otherwise cross-references are given to the full entries 
identifying them by the sequence numbers already de-
scribed. Periodical titles appear in the classified list only 
as cross-reference entries, full entries being found in 
Part II. 
Part II — Periodicals presents full details of each current 
Community periodical, listed alphabetically. 
Part III — The alphabetical index provides keys to the 
monographs and series Included in Part I, identifying 
them by the sequence numbers already mentioned. 
How to obtain publications 
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of limited 
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be ob-
tained from the issuing institutions, or, where they are 
published by the Information Offices of the Commission, 
from those offices, whose addresses are given in the lists 
on pp. 5 and 7. Publications of limited distribution are, 
however, generally only for the attention of governments 
of Member States, Community departments and other 
authorities concerned. 
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the 
Sales Offices listed on the last page. 
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the ISBN 
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the 
catalogue. 
Abbreviations and conventional signs 






















A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes 
denotes a publication in which different language ver-
sions of the same text appear under one cover. 
The abbreviation 'multi' indicates a publication with a 
mixed multilingual text. 
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be 
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related edition reference 
in the French catalogue 
catalogue number 
404 ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1979: Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [External trade (red cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
' n.A 01­24: Live animals and animal and vegetable products: fats 
and oils, foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco ­ xvii. 620p.. xix­xlii; 
30cm: softcover: 1670g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
­ CA­NC­8O­O01­7A­C 
ISBN 92­825­1815­9: set: ECU 393.75, 
BFR 15750, IRL 261 , UKL 233. USD 497 
ISBN 92­825­1802­7: volume: ECU 50, BFR 2000 . IRL 33,20. 
UKL 29.60. USD 63. ' — 
397 ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1979: Tableaux analytiques du commerce 
extérieur ­ Office statistique des Communautés européennes 
[Commerce extérieur (couverture rouge) ­ Commission des 
Communautés européennes] 
n.A 01­24: Animaux vivants et produits des règnes animal ou 
végétal, graisses et huiles, aliments, boissons et tabacs ­ xvii, 
620p., xix­xlii; 30cm: broché: 1670g; (DA/DE/EN/FR/lT/NL) 
EN:80­404 
ÇA­NC­80­001­7A­C ISBN 92­825­1815­9: ensemble: 
Écu 393,75, 8FR 15750. FF 2266 









ISBN number + 
prices of the set 
ISBN number + 
prices of the volume 
Classified list 
1 General, political and institutional matters 
L'Europe aujourd'hui - État de l'Intégration européenne -
Parlement européen 
1982-1983 -xlvi i , 664p.: 25 χ 17cm: broché: 1290g: (FRI 
DA:83-3. DE:83-5. EN:83-8. IT:84-7. NL:83-B 
AX-37-83-126-FR-C ISBN 92-823-0066-8: ECU 13,10, 
BFR 600 . 
110 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
1 Collection of the Agreements concluded by the European 
Communities 1980 - Council of the European Communities 
n.10-xxiv, 1554pp.: 17cm: stapled: lOOOg: Annual Supplement 
(EN) 
DA:84-17. DE:84-16. FR:83-14. IT:83-14 
RX-36-82-007-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0105-7 
ISBN 92-825-3232-1: ECU 65,70, BFR 3 0 0 0 , IRL 47.50, 
UKL 37.20, USD 57. 
European University Institute: Academic year 1986-86: 
1984 338 
Les Communautés européennes dana l'ordre international 
45 
2 Corps diplomatique accrédité aupròa des Communautés 
européennes - Direction générale Relations extérieures: 
Commission des Communautés européennes 
1984- 194p.: 21cm: broché: 265g: (FR) 
CB-40-84-391-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4438-9: ECU 4,39, 
BFR 200 . 
3 Court of Auditors of the European Communities - Court of 
Auditors of the European Communities-25pp.: 18cm: stepled: 
35g: (EN) 
DA:84-18. DE:84-12. FR:84-6. GR:84-3. IT:84-B. NL:84-14 
MX-38-83-790-EN-C : free of charge. 
4 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
January 1984 - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Personnel end Administration - 109pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:84-E. DE:84-7. FR:84-14. GR:84-7. ΓΓ:84-14. NL:84-9 
CB-38-83-685-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4108-8: ECU 2,74, 
BFR 125, IRL 1.90, UKL 1.60. 
5 Directory of the Commission of the European Communities: 
May 1984 - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration - 109pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:84-6. DE:B4-8. FR:84-15. GR:84-6. IT:84-16. NL:84-10 
CB-40-84-254-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4374-9: ECU 2,84, 
BFR 130, IRL 2.10. UKL 1.70, USD 2.50. 
6 Directory of the Commieslon of the Europeen Communities: 
September 1984 - Commission of the European Communities: 
Directorate-General Personnel end Administration - 110pp.: 25cm: 
softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:84-7. DE:84-9. FR:84-18. GR:84-8. ΙΤ:84-1β 
CB-40-84-747-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5045-1: ECU 2,84, 
BFR 130, IRL 2.10, UKL 1.70, USD 2.50. 
7 Europe: A time to choose - Elections: June 1984 - Europeen 
Parliament - 47pp.: 23cm: stapled: 85g: (EN) 
DA:84-2. DE:84-20. FR:84-17. QR:84-B. IT:84-13. NL:84-6 
AX-40-84-020-EN-C : free of charge. 
8 Europe 85 - Commission des Communautés européennes -
30cm: broché: 550g: (FR) 
NL:84-6 
CB-38-83-613-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4171-1: ECU 7,63, 
BFR 350. 
186p.: 
European University Institute: Seventh Report of Activities -
Academic year 1982-83:1983 339 
10 Formal sittings of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 1982 and 1983 - Court of Justice of the European 
Communities - 64p.: 23cm: stapled: 140g: (EN) 
DA:84-8. DE:84-G. FR:84-3. GR:84-9. ΓΓ:84-20. NL:84-12 
DX-40-84-844-EN-C : free of charge. 
11 Index: Bulletin des Communautés européennes - Commission 
des Communautés européennes 
1983 - iv, 98p.: 25cm: broché: 200g: (FR) 
CB-40-84-375-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4423-0: ECU 7,64, 
BFR 350. 
12 Index: Bulletin of the European Communities - Commission of 
the European Communities 
1979 - iv, 38pp.: 25cm: softcover: 185g: (EN) 
DA:84-9. DE:84-13. FR:84-10. NL:84-17 
CB-38-83-281-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3991-1: ECU 2,85. 
BFR 115, IRL 2, UKL 1.70, USD 3. 
13 Index: Bulletin of the Europeen Communities - Commission of 
the European Communities 
1980 - iv, 74pp.: 25cm: softcover: 160g: (EN) 
DA:84-10. DE:84-14. FR:84-11. ΓΓ:84-11. NL:84-18 
CB-38-83-297-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3998-9: ECU 2.85, 
BFR 115, IRL 2.00, UKL 1.70, USD 3. 
14 Index: Bulletin of the European Communities - Commission of 
the Europeen Communities 
1982 - iv, 84pp.: 25cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) 
DA:84-11. DE:84-1S. GR:84-4. IT:84-12. NL:84-19 
CB-35-82-287-EN-C ISBN 92-825-2984-3: ECU 7.74, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.40, UKL 4.40, USD 8. 
15 Outline programme of the Commission for 1984 -
Commission of the European Communities - 25pp.: 23cm: stapled: 
60g: The programme will be introduced by en address to Parliament 
given by Mr Gaston Thorn on 15 February 1984 (EN) 
DA:84-14. DE:84-11. FR:84-18. GR:84-10. IT:84-18 
free of charge. 
16 Programme of the Commission for 1984 - Commission of the 
European Communities 
1984 - 47pp.: 23cm: stapled: 90g: (EN) 
DA:84-13. DE:84-10. FR:84-19. GR:84-11. IT:84-17. NL:84-13 
CB-38-83-815-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4224-6: ECU 1,31, 
BFR 60 . IRL 1, UKL 0.80. USD 1.50. 
17 Seventeenth General Report on the Activities of the 
European Communities - Commission of the Europeen 
Communities 
1983 - 367pp., 11 figs.: 23cm: softcover: 580g: (EN) 
DA:84-18. DE:84-17. FR:84-7. GR:84-1. ΙΤ:84-β. NU84-20 
CB-38-83-774-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4189-4: ECU 4,90, 
BFR 225, IRL 3.60, UKL 2.80. USD 4,50. 
18 Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in 1983 - Court of Justice of the Europeen 
Communities 
1983 - 93pp.: 25cm: stapled: 180g: (EN) 
10 
DA-.84-16. DE:B4-19. FR:84-2. QR:84-12. IT:84-3 
DX-40-84-682-EN-C ISBN 92-829-O082-7: free of charge. 
19 Thirtieth review of the Council's work (1 January ­ 31 
December 1982) - Council of the European Communities: Generel 
Secretariat 
1982 - 261pp.: 21cm: softcover: 350g: (EN) 
DA:84-19. DE:83-3. FR:83-17. GR:84-13. IT:84-19. NL:84-3 
BX-37-83-893-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0140-5: ECU 6.57, 
3FR 300, IRL 4.80. UKL 3.80. USD 6. 
20 Working for Europe: The European Commission (January 
1981 ­January 1986) - Commission of the European Communities 
- 79pp.: 25cm: stapled: 160g: Preface by President Gaston E. 
Thorn (EN) 
DE:84-1. FR:84-1. GR:84-2. IT:84-1. NL:84-16 
CB-41-84-854-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4740-X: free of charge. 
PERIODICALS 
30 jours d'Europe. 
Avrupa. 
Background Report. 
Berichte und Informetionen. 
Bulletin of the European Communities. 
Communauté européenne: Lettre d'informetion du Bureeu de 
Genève. 
Communauté Européenne Informations. 
Comunidad europea. 
Comunidades Europeias: Informação. 
Comunità europee. 
Debates of the Europeen Parliement. 
Dokumente und Publikationen. 
Echos de l'Europe. 







Europa-Informationen für die Jugendpresse. 





Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe". 
Information on the Court of Justice of the European Communities. 
Informations de l'Eurostat. 
Informazioni. 
Informazioni documenti. 
Informazioni rassegne periodica. 
Officiai Journal of the European Communities, series C: informetion 
and Notices. 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: Legislation. 
Press Release. 
Ευρωπαϊκή Κοινότητα. 
120 European integration - European union 
- Enlargement 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
21 Het Europees Monetair Stelsel - Ontstaan, werking en 
perepectieven - van Ypersele, J. : Koeune, J.-C. - 135blz.: 25cm: 
gebrocheerd: 260g: (NL) [Europese perspectieven - Commissie van 
de Europese Gemeenscheppen] 
FR:83-24 
CB-36-82-435-NL-C ISBN 92-826-3471-5: ECU 4,55, 
BFR 200 . 
22 Towarda the Europeen Union - Spinelli, Altiero: Europeen 
University Institute, Badia Fiesolana - Florence - 30pp.: 23cm: 
stapled: 10Og: Sixth Jean Monnet lecture, 13 June 1983 (EN) 
DE:84-21. FR:84-22. IT:84-22 
free of charge. 
23 Die Wirtschaft der Europäischen Gemeinschaft - 99S.: 23cm: 
Klammerheftung: 175g: (DE) [Europäische Dokumentation: 84/7-8 
- Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
DA:84-21 
CB-NC-84-008-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4996-8: kostenlos. 
130 Institution matters 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Economic and Social Committee: Annual Report: 1983 36 
24 Europeen Investment Bonk: Annuel report - European 
Investment Bank 
1983 - 124pp.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (EN) 
DA:84-24. DE:84-2S. FR:84-24. GR:84-26. IT:84-24. NL:84-24 
ISBN 92-861 -0064-7: free of charge. 




Guide to the Council of the Europeen Communities - Council 
of the European Communities: General Secretariat - 140pp.: 21 cm: 
softcover: 190g: (EN) 
DE:84-40. FR:84-2B. IT:84-2B 
BX-40-84-117-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0168-5: ECU 2,72, 
BFR 125, IRL 2, UKL 1.60, USD 2.50. 
Organization of servicee in the Portioments of the EC 
Member Stetee: Situation 1982 - European Parliament - 140p.: 
25 χ 17cm: softcover: 250g: (EN) 
DE:84-26. FR:84-26 
AX-38-83-580-EN-C ISBN 92-823-O077-3: ECU 7.62, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.60, UKL 4.40, USD 7.00. 
Report (Annex to the Annuel Report ECSC 1982) by the 
Court of Auditors on the eccounting end finencial 
management - Court of Auditors of the European Communities -
70pp.: 30cm: softcover: 200g: (EN) 
DA:84-27. DE:84-24. FR:84-27. GR:84-24. IT:84-27. NU84-27 
MY-40-84-214-EN-C : free of charge. 
Speciel report of the Court of Auditors on the management of 
Community development eid funds by the Europeen 
Investment Bank (Observations. Article 206a, EEC Treaty) 
111 
Working for Europe: The Europeen Commission (Jenuery 
1981 ­Jenuery 1986) 20 
PERIODICALS 
11 
L'Europe eujourd'hui ­ Étot de l'Intégration européenne: 
1982­1983 
Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
Customs union 310 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
28 Clasificación de productos químicos en el arancel de aduanas 
de les Comunidedes europees - ix, 297p.: 30cm: abrochado: 
790g: (ES) [Comisión de las Communidades europeas] 
CB-40-84-892-ES-C ISBN 92-825-6082-6: ECU 8,80, 
BFR 4 0 0 . 
29 Customs valuation: Eighth updating - Commission of the 
European Communities- 36pp.: 21cm: loose leaf: 60g: (EN) 
DA:84-34. DE:84-33. FR:84-34. IT:84-34. NL:84-29 
CB-40-84-820-EN-C : ECU 2,20, BFR 100, IRL 1.70, 
UKL 1.40, USD 2. 
30 Cuetome valuation. Seventh updoting - Commission of the 
European Communities- 114pp.: 21cm: loose leaf: 142g: (EN) 
DA:84-3S. DE:84-34. FR:84-3B. IT:84-3S. NL:84-30 
CB-37-83-926-EN-C : ECU 3,28, BFR 150, IRL 2.40, 
UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
31 Explanetory notes to the cuetome teriff of the European 
Communities: 23rd amending supplement (1.7.1984) -
Commission of the European Communities - 44pp.: 30cm: loose 
leaf: 115g:(EN) 
DA:84-30. 0E:84-28. FR:84-33. IT:84-31. NL:84-3B 
CB-40-84-763-EN-C : ECU 4,40, BFR 200 , IRL 3.30, 
UKL 2.70, USD 4. 
32 Forklarende bemærkninger til de europæiske Fælleeskebers 
toldtarif: 22 . renelse (1.1.1984) - Kommissionen for De 
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technologiee to'relieve the Europeen energy eyetem - van der 
Voort, E.: Donni, E.: Love, P....: Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - V, 144pp.: 30cm: softcover: 390g: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8908 
CD-ND-83-168-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4303-X: ECU 9.77, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20. UKL 5.60. USD 8. 
Directory of energy data bases 323 
Energy audit No 1 ­ The iron end steel Industry in the 
Europeen Community 145 
Geological aesessment of crystalline rock formations with a 
view to radioactive waste disposal 236 
Geothermal energy ­ R & D Programme 
Government finencing of reseorch and development 
1976­1983 






MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Annual investments in fixed essets in the induetrlel 
enterprises of the member countries of the European 
Communitiee 1976­1981:1983 377 
120 Innovazione industriale: Guide elle ezioni, servizi e 
finanziamenti delle Comunità - Merritt, G.: Direzione generale 
Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione - xiv, 118pag.: 30cm: 
brossura: 355g: (IT) [Innovazione - Direzione generale Mercato 
dell'informazione e innovazione] EUR 9120 
CD-NT-84-O01-IT-C ISBN 92-825-4401-X: ECU 10,91, 
BFR 500. 
Investment in the Community coalmining and Iron and Steel 
industries: Report on the 1983 survey: 1983 117 
1320 Industrial policy and sectoral 
measures 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Catalogue of Community Legal Acts and other texts relating 
to the Eliminetion of Technicel Barriers to Trade for Industrial 
Products end the Nomenclature for Iron end Steel products 
(EURONORM) 60 
Government financing of research and development 
1976­1983 358 
1330 Industrial technology 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Aggiunte di elementi di lega mediente l'uso di minerali el 
convertitore AOD 
Amélioration dee briques réfrecteires curtes 164 
Iron and Steel Yeerbook: 1984 379 
Arrimege de colie de metièree redioactivee lora da laura 
transports routière ­ troisième phase ­ rapport final 165 
Die Bewertung von Grobblechen nach 
Ultraschallprüf ergebnissen und... 173 
121 Chemical analysis of ferrous meteríeis: Determination of 
manganese in steels and irona ­ Electrometric titration 
method - iron and Steel Nomenclature Coordinetion Committee -
4pp.: 30cm: stapled: 20g: October 1983 (EN) [EURONORM: 
71-83 - European Coal and Steel Community: Commission of the 
European Communities] 
DE:84-122. FR.-84-124. ΙΤ:84-124. NÜ84-121 
CB-37-83-651-EN-C : ECU 3,96, BFR 180, IRL 2.90, 
UKL 2.30, USD 3.60. 
122 Chemical analysis of ferrous meteriele: Determination of 
non­combined carbon (graphite) in steels end irons ­
Gravimetric method after combustion in a stream of oxygen -
Iron and Steel Nomenclature Coordination Committee - 3pp.: 
30cm: stapled: 20g: December 1983 (EN) [EURONORM: 38-83 -
European Coal and Steel Community: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:84-124. FR:84-122. IT:84-122. NL:84-122 
CB-37-83-643-EN-C : ECU 3,96, BFR 180, IRL 2.90, 
UKL 2.30, USD 3.50. 
22 
123 Chemical analysis of ferrous materials: Determination of 
sulphur in steels and irons ­ Gravimetric method ­ Iron and 
Steel Nomenclature Coordination Committee ­ 6pp.: 30cm: stapled: 
20g: December 1983 (EN) [EURONORM: 180­83 ­ European Coal 
and Steal Community: Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:84­123. FR:84­12S. IT:84­126. NL:84­123 
CB­37­83­675­EN­C : ECU 5.28. BFR 240, IRL 3.80, 
UKL 3.10, USD 5. 
124 Chemical analysis of ferrous materials: Determination of 
total carbon in Steele and irona ­ Gravimetric method after 
combustion in a stream of oxygen ­ Iron and Steel Nomenclature 
Coordination Committee ­ 4pp.: 30cm: stapled: 20g: December 
1983 (EN) [EURONORM: 36­83 ­ European Coal and Steel 
Community: Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:84­121. FR:84­123. ΓΓ:84­123. NU84­124 
CB­37­83­635­EN­C : ECU 3.96. BFR 180. IRL 2.90, 
UKL 2.30, USD 3.50. 
Cinetiche di riduzione dell'ossido di ferro nelle condizioni delle 
sacca dell'altoforno 192 
Cintrage et décintrage aur coeur liquide 193 
125 Cold­rolled non­oriented megnetic steel sheet end strip ­
Iron end Steel Nomenclature Coordination Committee ­ 8pp.: 
30cm: stapled: 40g: June 1984 (EN) [EURONORM: 106­84 ­
European Coal and Steel Community: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:84­126. FR:84­128. IT:84­130. NL:84­127 
CB­38­83­710­EN­C :£CU 8.38, BFR 290, IRL 4.60. 
UKL 3.70, USD 6. 
Conduzione dei forni di riscaldo per la minimizzazlone.doi 
consumi energetici e della formazione di scaglia mediante 
spettroscopia laser 197 
Continuous casting, casting and solidification 198 
Controllo in linea della permeabilità dello stato di 
agglomerazione per ridurre la variabilità dell'agglomerato ed I 
consumi energetici 199 
126 Cost of employment injuries, of injuries while travelling 
between home and place of work, and of occupational 
diseasee in Arbed pianta in Belgium, Germany and 
Luxembourg for 1978­1982 period ­ Rauchs, Α.: Muller, E. ­
microfiche 24x, 56pp.: (EN) [Industrial health and safety ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9243 
CD­NQ­84­003­EN­A : BFR 120. 
Data evaluation for operator­inepector differences for a 
specific NDA instrument 2 0 0 
127 Delivery condizione for surface finish of hot rolled plates 
end wide flata ­ Iron and Steel Nomenclature Coordination 
Committee­4pp.: 30cm: stapled: 20g: October 1983 (EN) 
[EURONORM: 163­83 ­ European Coal and Steel Community: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:84­127. FR:84­127. ΙΤ:84­12β. NL:84­129 
CB­37­83­667­EN­C : ECU 3,96. BFR 180, IRL 2.90, 
UKL 2.30. USD 3.50. 
Destructive examination oftest plate 3 and test piece 4 of the 
deflect detection trials (DDT) 205 
Destructive examination of test plates 1 end 2 of the deflect 
detection trials (DDT) 206 
Development of steels for the fastener and cold forging 
markets by testing under fastener production conditions 
Energy audit No 2 ­ Aluminium industry In the European 
Economic Community 307 
Establishment of design parameters for large slab­type ingot 
moulde 218 
Étude du proceeeua de frfttage d'une couche d'agglomérés de 
minerais lorraine en vue de l'amélioration de la qualité 223 
128 Europeen Certified Reference Materials 
(EURONORM­CRMs) for the determination of the chemical 
composition of iron and steel products ­ Information Circular 
No 1 . European Certified Reference Materials (EURONORM­CRMs) 
prepared under the auspices of the Europeen Coal & Steel 
Community (ECSC) ­ Informetion Circular No 1 ­ Iron and Steel 
Nomenclature Coordination Committee ­ 16pp.: 30cm: stapled: 
40g: October 1983 (EN) [EURONORM ­ Europeen Coei and Steel 
Community: Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:84­130. FR:84­130. IT:84­128. NL:84­126 
CB­37­83­683­EN­C : ECU 9,68. BFR 440. IRL 7, UKL 5.60. 
USD 9. 
Evaluation de la propreté inclueionneire par ultrasons 229 
Fluage dee joints soudée 232 
129 Hot­rolled narrow steel strip: tolerances on dimensions end 
shape ­ Iron and Steel Nomenclature Coordination Committee ­
4pp.: 30cm: stapled: 20g: June 1984 (EN) [EURONORM: 48­84 ­
European Coal and Steel Community: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:84­129. FR:84­129. IT:84­129. NÜ84­130 
CB­38­83­726­EN­C : ECU 3,96, BFR 180, IRL 2.90, 
UKL 2.30, USD 3.50. 
Industriële toepassing van 
sondage 
het IRSID­procede voor ultrasone 
243 
Influence dee métaux alcalina aur les propriétée mécaniques 
du coke à haute température dans les conditions du 
haut­fourneau 244 
Influence du refroidissement secondaire aur le gonflement et 
la qualité interne des bramea 245 
Influence of increasing hydrogen concentration on the heat 
transfer phenomena boildown 246 
Influence of material properties on the buckling behaviour of 
sheet during press­forming 247 
Influenza della chimica superficiale delle leghe Fe­Mn e 
Fe­Mn­S nel meccanismo della nudeazlone delle 
fosfatazione 248 
Interazione creep fatica per l'acciaio 2 1 / 4 cr 1 mo con il 
metodo dello "strain range partitioning" 250 
Intercomparison test of verioue aerosol measurement 
techniques 251 
Ksltumformberkeft von direkt aus der Walzhitze 
hergestelltem... 254 
Directory of energy data baeea 
210 
323 
Einsatz von Hochfrequenzschweiftmaschinen zur Erzeugung 
unlegierter und legierter Edelstahlrohre 214 
Mechanik und Stoffverhalten bei der Arretierung von 
Rissen 257 
Mesures et interprétation des charges dynsmiques dans les 
ponts (2 a phase) 258 
Mlee au point d'une méthode de séparation, d'identification et 
d'analyse des inclusions dens les selers 259 
Promotion des sciera à haute limite élastique 267 
Refroidissement intense de billettes coulées en continu 270 
Régulation des tractions sur trains continus à produits 
longs 271 
23 
Review of research supported in the field of fracture over the 
period 1966-1983 (Synthesis report) 274 
Rilevazione e memorizzazione automatica della difettosità 
superficiale delle bramme e freddo ed elaborazione dati per il 
comando di uno spot-scarfing automatizzato 277 
Study into EC-wide criteria for the Identification of new 
technology based enterprises 311 
Teet of calorimetry for high burn-up plutonium-measurement 
campaign January/July 1983 289 
Thermiache und mechanische Trennverfahren für Beton und 
Stahl 291 
Untereuchungen zur Beeinflussung der Bandebenheit en einer 
Streckbiegerichtanlage 296 
Valutazione metallurgica di materiali per cilindri a caldo 3 0 0 
Verbesserung des Bandlaufes in WarmbrehbandstraBen 
301 
130 Weldable fine-grained structural Steele: Recommendations 
for procesaing, in particular for welding - Information circular 
no. 2 - Iron and Steel Nomenclature Coordination Committee -
20pp.: 30cm: stapled: 50g: September 1983 (EN) [EURONORM -
European Coal and Steel Community: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:84-128. FR:84-121. IT:84-121. NL:84-128 
CB-36-82-467-EN-C : ECU 11 , BFR 500 , IRL 7.90, UKL 6.40, 
USD 10. 
133 Ευρωπαϊκό Ταμείο Περιφερειακής Ανάπτυξης: Εβδομη 
ετήσια έκθεση - 'Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων 
1981 - 137ο.: 23cm: άδετο: 230g: (GR) 
DA:82-10e. DE:82-108. EN:82-105. FR:82-106. ΓΓ:82-108. 
NL:82-10e 
CB-36-82-184-GR-C ISBN 92-825-3288-7: ECU 8.33. 
BFR 380. 
1430 Regional development 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Regional statistics: The Community's financial participation in 
investmente 1982 :1984 362 
15 Environment and consumer affairs 
1510 Environment 
PERIODICALS 
Flet glass for building 309 
14 Regional policy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Die Aktivierung des biologischen Schilds im stillgelegten 
Kernkraftwerk Gundremmingen Block A 162 
134 Atmospheric transport of radioisotopes end the 
aaseesment of population doses on e European scale -
ApSimon, H.M.: Goddard, A.J.H.: Directorate-General Science. 
Research and Development - x, 463pp., 209 fig.. 2 tab.: 30cm: 
softcover: 1220g: (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General 
Information Market end Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9128 
CD-NP-84-O03-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4345-5: ECU 32.55, 
BFR 1500, IRL 23.80, UKL 18.70, USD 27. 
1410 General 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
ACP-Basic statistics: 1984 349 
131 Study of the regional impact of the Community's externei 
trade policy - 124pp.. many tab., 2 fig.: 26cm: softcover: 210g: 
(EN) [Studies. Regional policy: 22 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DE:84-131. FR:84-131 
CB-NS-81-022-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3074-4: ECU 7.76, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.40, UKL 4.30, USD 7.50. 
Bewertung der Endlegermöglichkeiten in der Grube Konrad 
euf der Grundlege von Experimenten zur Handhabung und 
Isolierung von radioaktiven Abfeilen 172 
135 Biochemical behaviour of inorganic mercury in the tissues 
of rets end rabbits - Lorenzon, G. - microfiche 24x. 47pp.: (EN) 
[Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9004 
CD-NO-84-006-EN-A : BFR 120. 
Décontamination de surfaces par érosion de cavitation 201 
Yearbook of regional statistics: 1984 
1420 Regional development fund 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
132 European Regional Development Fund: Eighth annual 
report - Commission of the European Communities 
'1982 - 112pp.: 23cm: softcover: 190g: (EN) 
DA:84-132. DE:84-132. FR:84-132. GR:84-133. IT:84-132. 
NÜ84-132 
CB-38-83-677-EN-C ISBN 92-826-4115-0: ECU 9,80, 
BFR 450. IRL 7.20, UKL 5.60. USD 8.50. 
352 
Dekontamination von Betonoberflächen durch 
Flammstrahlen 203 
Disposal in sea-bed geological formations - Properties of 
ocean aediments in relation to the dispose! of radioactive 
wests 212 
136 Exchange of informetion concerning atmospheric pollution 
by certein eulphur compounds end euepended particulates in 
the European Community - Annual report for January to 
December 1978 - De Bruyn, W.A.: Environment and Consumer 
Protection Service - xvi, 143pp., 96tab.: 30cm: softcover: 430g: 
(EN) [Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8925 
CN-NO-83-038-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4822-8: ECU 11. 
BFR 500 , IRL 8.10, UKL 6.60, USD 9. 
24 
FuE ­ 82038: Konditionierung von Brennstoffhüllen durch 
Einbettung in metallische Werkstoffe und Graphitmatrix 
233 
Geological assessment of crystalline rock formetions with e 
view to radioactive waste disposal 236 
137 Isotopie lead experiment ­ Stetus report ­ Pacchetti, S.: 
Geiss, F. ­ microfiche 24x, 116pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality 
of life ­ Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8352 
CD­NO­84­005­EN­A : BFR 240. 
Möglichkeiten der Entstehung sowie Art, Umfang und 
tektonische Stellung von Rissen und Kluften im Salzgebirge 
260 
138 Neutron activation enalysis of biological samples ­
Systematic study on loss of elements during preconcentrotlon 
before irradiation ­ Pietra, R.: Ubertalli, L.: Sabbioni, E. ­
microfiche 24x, 32pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life ­
Directorate­General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9211 
CD­N0­84­O09­EN­A : BFR 120. 
Research project for the determination of the suitability of 
the mine "Konrad* as a final repository for radioactive 
products 273 
Selected papers arising from the EEC primery raw meteríais 
programme (1978­81 ) 282 
139 Η περιβαλλοντική πολιτική των Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων - 48σ.: 23cm: άδετο: 90g: (GR) [Ευρωπαϊκά 
κείμενα: 84/1 - 'Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων] 
DA:83-121. DE:83-140. ΕΝ:83-121. FR:83-129. ΙΤ:83-129. 
NL83-128 
CB-NC-84-O01-GR-C ISBN 92-825-4039-1: δωρεάν. 
1520 Consumer affairs 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
140 Development crfterie end future plon for the occupetional 
health end safety sector of the ECDIN data bank - Roi, R.: Boni, 
M. - microfiche 24x. 34pp.: (EN) [Environment and quality of life -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9098 
CD-N0-84-O08-EN-A : BFR 120. 
Do you know your rights? 58 
141 Rapports du Comité scientifique de l'alimentation humaine 
(Quatorzième aérie) - Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement - iv, 63p.: 30cm: broché: 235g: (FR) [Sciences et 
techniques de l'alimentation humaine - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8752 
DA:84-141. DE:84-140. EN:83-142. IT:84-142. NL:84-143 
CD-NR-83-O01-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4339-0: ECU 4,40, 
BFR 200. 
Relief from taxée granted to imports mada by private 
persons 106 
142 A study on vsnadium in workers from oil-fired power 
plants - Sabbioni, E.: Maroni, M. - microfiche 24x, 40pp.: (EN) 
[Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9005 
CD-NO-84-O07-EN-A : BFR 120. 
143 Unfair terms in contracts concluded with consumers -
15pp.: 25cm: softcover: 90g: (EN) [Bulletin of the European 
Communities : Supplement: 84/1 - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
DA:84-143. DE:84-142. FR:84-140. GR:84-140. IT:84-140. 
NL:84-141 
CB-NF-84-001-EN-C ISBN 92-826-4367-6: ECU 1.09, 
BFR 50, IRL 0 .80. UKL 0.70, USD 1. 
16 Scientific and technical research 
1610 Energy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
144 Achievements of the European Community second energy 
R & D programme - McMullen, J.T.: Strub, A.S.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - 46pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 140g: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9204 
CD-ND-84-015-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4276-9: ECU 6,58, 
BFR 300 , IRL 4.90, UKL 3.90. USD 5.50. 
A comparative study for the Community on the candidate 
technologiee to relieve the Europeen energy eystem 119 
145 Energy audit No 1 - The iron and steel industry in the 
Europeen Community - Directorate- General Energy - iv. 128pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 370g: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8767 
CD-ND-83-169-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4265-3: ECU 9,77. 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20. UKL 5.60. USD 8.50. 
146 Energy audit No. 3 - Pulp, paper end board industry in the 
Europeen Economic Community - PA Management Consultants 
Ltd: Directorate- General Transport - 101pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
300g: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8792 
CD-ND-83-121-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4063-4: ECU 6,55, 
BFR 300 . IRL 4.80, UKL 3.70, USD 6. 
147 Energy conservation by energy storage - Advanced 
batteries and fuel cells - Ehringer, H.: Zegers, P.: Hoysux, G.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - 181pp.: 
23cm: softcover: 280g: Proceedings of the third Contractors 
Meeting (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8660 
CD-ND-83-167-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4122-3: ECU 9,80, 
BFR 460, IRL 7.20, UKL 5.60, USD 8.50. 
148 Geothermel energy - R 8t D Programme - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation - ii, 12pp.: 21cm: stapled: 35g: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8832 
CD-ND-83-122-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4087-1: ECU 3,27, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40. UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
149 Reseerch and training programme in biomolecular 
engineering (April 1982-Morch 1986) - Progress report 1983 
- Directorate-General Science, Research and Development 
[Biological sciences - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
n.2: Training - v, 43pp.: 30cm: softcover: 145g: (EN) EUR 8967 
CD-NI-84-B01-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4333-1: ECU 4,42, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.30, UKL 2.70, USD 3.50. 
150 Reseerch end training programme in biomoleculer 
engineering (April 1982-March 1988) - Progress report 
1983: Volume 1 : Research - Directorate-General Science, Research 
and Development [Biological sciences - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
25 
n. 1 : Research - vii, 247pp„ 11 fig., 2 tab.: 30cm: softcover: 640g: 
(EN) EUR 8967 
CD-NI-84-A01-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4332-3: ECU 17.36, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.70, UKL 10, USD 14. 
The second energy R & D programme ­ Energy conservation 
(1979­83)­Survey of results 116 
151 Third internetional aeminer ­ Results of EC research end 
demonstration projects in the field of geothermal energy ­
Europeen geothermel update - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - ii, 784pp.: 30cm: softcover: 2000g: 
(EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8853 
CD-ND-83-170-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4140-1: ECU 37, 
BFR 1700, IRL 27, UKL 21.20, USD 32. 
152 Wind energy evaluation for the European Communitiee -
Musgrove, P. - vii, 136pp.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (EN) [Energy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8996 
CD-ND-84-O03-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4263-7: ECU 9,77, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20, UKL 5.60. USD 8.50. 
1620 Medicine and biological sciences 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Biochemicel behaviour of inorganic mercury in the tieaues of 
rats and rabbits 135 
153 Biomechenice of impecte in roed occidents - Benjamin, 
T.E.A.: Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial Affairs -
vii, 561pp.: 21cm: softcover: 1020g: (EN) [Medicine-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8938 
CD-NJ-84-O01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4328-5: ECU 39,06, 
BFR 1800, IRL 28.50, UKL 22.40, USD 32. 
154 Effects of prenatal irradiation with special emphasis on late 
effects - Straffer, C : Patrick, G. - vi, 242p.: 25cm: softcover: 
530g: (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8067 
CD-NP-83-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4173-8: ECU 15,25, 
BFR 700, IRL 11.10, UKL 8.80, USD 13. 
155 Effets biologiques des chemps magnétiques - Bellossi, Α.: 
Direction générale Science, recherche et développement - xiv, 
175p.: 30cm: broche: 512g: (FR) [Sciences biologiques - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 8398 
CD-NI-83-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4065-0: ECU 12,01, 
BFR 550. 
Exchange of informetion concerning atmospheric pollution by 
certain sulphur compounds and suspended particulates in the 
European Community ­ Annual report for Jenuery to 
December 1978 136 
156 The German Thorotrast study: Results of epidemiologicel, 
clinicel end biophysical examinations on radiation­induced 
late effects in men ceused by incorporated colloidel thorium 
dioxide (Thorotrast) - van Kaick, G.: Muth, H.: Kaul, Α.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - ix, 
244pp., 33fig., 45tab.: 25cm: softcover: 465g: (EN) 
[Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9504 
CD-NP-84-011-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4511-3: ECU 17,73, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.90, UKL 10.50, USD 14. 
157 Radiation Protection Optimization "As Low As Reasonably 
Achievable",... - Jouvet, Α.: Sinnaeve, J. : Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development - vi, 615pp., 48tab., 74fig., 
1 graph.: 30cm: softcover: 1322g: Proceedings of the second 
European scientific seminar held in Luxembourg on 8 and 9 
November 1983 (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9173 
CD-NP-84-O06-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4499-0: ECU 34,90, 
BFR 1600, IRL 25.60, UKL 20.20, USD 30 . 
158 Radioprotection de le population à l'égard des biens de 
consommation courante contenent des substencee 
redioectivee - Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement - v, 25p.: 21cm: agrafé: 50g: (FR) 
[Radioprotection: 31 - Direction générale Marché de l'information et 
Innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 9290 
CD-NP-84-010-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4963-1: ECU 4,42, 
BFR 200. 
159 Reseerch end training programme in biomolecular 
engineering (April 1982­Merch 1986): Catalogue of contracts 
with classification of activities; Phsses one & two - Commission of 
the European Communities - 125pp.: 30cm: softcover: 335g: (EN) 
CG-41-84-014-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4977-1: ECU 8.77, 
BFR 400 , IRL 6.40, UKL 5.30, USD 7.50. 
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205g: (EN) [Nuclear science end technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9258 
CD-NE-84-042-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5087-7: ECU 5.50, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.10, UKL 3.30, USD 4.50. 
178 CEC coordinated project MIRAGE (Migration of 
RAdionuclidea in the GEosphere) - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - iii, 63pp.: 30cm: softcover: 190g: 
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Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
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CD-NE-84-051-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5097-4: ECU 5,63, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.10, UKL 3.30, USD 4,50. 
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meteríeis for the determination of equilibrium flashpoint -
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CD-NV-84-O04-EN-A : BFR 120. 
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CD-NE-84-077-EN-A : BFR 120. 
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[BCR-lnformation - Directorate-General Information Market and 
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Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
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BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 4. 
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Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - iv, 
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Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
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Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - iv, 
64pp.: 30cm: softcover: 200g: (EN) [BCR-lnformation -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8835 
CD-NV-83-017-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4144-4: ECU 4,36, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 4 . 
188 The certi f ication of the mass fractions (contents) of 
cadmium, cobalt, copper, manganese, mercury, nickel, leed 
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Griepink, B.: Muntau, H.: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development - iv, 72pp.: 30cm: softcover: 220g: (EN) 
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Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8837 
CD-NV-83-016-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4143-6: ECU 4,36, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 4. 
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No 146 - Colinet, E.: Griepink, B.: Muntau, H.: Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development - ii, 71pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
220g: (EN) [BCR-lnformation - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8838 
CD-NV-83-013-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4146-0: ECU 4,36, 
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Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] 
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(Vigorous decontamination tests of steel samples in a special 
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Science, Research and Development - v, 87pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
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Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
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(EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8962 
CD-NE-83-062-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4126-6: ECU 6,53, 
BFR 300 , IRL 4.80, UKL 3.80, USD 6. 
196 Comparison of sodium aerosol codes - Dunbar, LH. -
microfiche 24x, 134pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9172 
CD-NE-84-083-EN-A : BFR 240. 
197 Conduzione dei forni di riscaldo per la minimizzazione dei 
consumi energetici e della formazione di scaglia mediente 
spettroscopia laser - microscheda 24x, 89pag.: (IT) [Ricerca 
tecnica acciaio - Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e 
innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 8992 
CD-NC-84-046-IT-A : BFR 120. 
198 Continuous casting, casting and solidification - Perkins, Α. -
microfiche 24x, 152pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9086 
CD-NC-84-058-EN-A : BFR 240. 
199 Controllo in linea della permeabilità dello stato di 
agglomerazione per ridurre la variabilità dell'agglomerato ed i 
consumi energetici - Pignatelli, C. - microscheda 24x, 81 pag.: (IT] 
[Ricerca tecnica acciaio- Direzione generale Mercato 
dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità 
europee] EUR 8993 
CD-NC-84-048-IT-A : BFR 120. 
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Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9230 
CD-NE-84-089-EN-A : BFR 120. 
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Verry, P.: Lecoffre, Y.: Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement - iii, 24p.: 30cm: agrafé: 110g: (FR) [Sciences et 
techniques nucléaires - Direction générale Marché de l'information 
et innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 8956 
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202 Deduzione delle caratteristiche dei bacini argillosi sepolti 
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ricerca e sviluppo - iv, 63pp.: 30cm: brossura: 195g: (IT) [Scienze e 
tecniche nucleari - Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e 
innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 9361 
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science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
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EUR 9207 
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technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8485 
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CD-NE-84-074-EN-A : BFR 120. 
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générale Science, recherche et développement - v, 47p., 29tab., 
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- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 9208 
CD-NE-84-043-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4993-3: ECU 5,50, 
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Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8669 
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Science, Research and Development - iv, 27pp., 12 fig., 2 tab.: 
30cm: stapled: 120g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8962 
CD-NE-84-013-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4267-X: ECU 4,34, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 3.50. 
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Kernkraftwerken - Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, Forschung und 
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[Kernforschung und -technologie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 9343 
CD-NE-84-061-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4571-7: ECU 5,51, 
BFR 250. 
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Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
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Bowen, W.R.: Bridger, N.J....: Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - v, 197pp.: 30cm: softcover: 530g: 
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Information Market and Innovation] EUR 9522 
CD-NE-84-064-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4568-7: ECU 12,23, 
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219 Étude de la décontamination au moyen de supports gélifiés 
- Boulitrop, D.: Rouet, D.: Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement-vu, 46p., 13tab., 6fig.: 30cm: broché: 155g: (FR) 
[Sciences et techniques nucléaires - Direction générale Marche de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 9102 
CD-NE-84-034-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4274-2: ECU 4,39, 
BFR 200. 
220 Etude de la fracturation profonde des massifs rocheux 
granitiques: étude structurale de la fracturation du granite de 
Sainte­Sylvestre (mines de Fanay­Augerès et de Margnac, 
Haute­Vienne, France) - Bles, J.L.: Dutartre, P.: Feybesse, J.Y.: 
Gros, Y.: Martin, P.: Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement - xiv, 208p.: 30cm: broché: 580g: (FR) [Sciences 
et techniques nucléaires - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8922 
CD-NE-83-064-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4212-2: ECU 13,07, 
BFR 600 . 
221 Étude de la fracturation profonde des massifs rocheux 
granitiques: Étude documentaire - Bles, J.L.: Landry, J.: Direction 
générale Science, recherche et développement - vii, 62p.: 30cm: 
broché: 195g: (FR) [Sciences et techniques nucléaires - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 9381 
CD-NE-84-056-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4536-9: ECU 5,54, 
BFR 250. 
222 Étude de la sorption des éléments dens les sédiments 
marins des grands fonds de l'Atlantique Nord - Rançon, D.: 
Guegueniat, P.: Direction générale Science, recherche et 
développement - iii, 25p.: 30cm: agrafe: 95g: (FR) [Sciences et 
techniques nucléaires - Direction générale Marché de l'information 
et innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 9571 
CD-NE-84-095-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4711-6: ECU 4,45, 
BFR 200. 
223 Étude du processus de frittage d'une couche d'agglomérés 
de minerais lorrains en vue de l'amélioration de la qualité -
Gerbe, J.L. - microfiche 24x, 190p.: (FR) [Recherche technique 
acier - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8701 
CD-NC-84-031-FR-A : BFR 240. 
224 Études de corrosion des matériaux de conteneurs pour le 
stockage des déchets radioactifs en sites granitiques - Plante, 
G.: Helie, M.: Sanatine O.: Cheniere Α.: Direction générale Science, 
recherche et développement - vi, 91p.: 30cm: broché: 280g: (FR) 
[Sciences et techniques nucléaires - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8762 
CD-NE-83-063-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4200-9: ECU 6,54, 
BFR 3O0. 
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225 European concerted action - COST 60 - Materials for gas 
turbines - EC 1 - Crack initiation and growth in high 
temperature low cycle fatigue - Bressers, J.: de Cat, R.: Fen ske, 
E.: Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - v, 
34p.: 30cm: stapled: 130g: (EN) [Physical sciences -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8808 
CD-NA-83-009-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4125-8: ECU 3,27, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
226 European concerted action COST 50: Materials for gas 
turbines: EC 2: The influence of grain boundary chemistry and 
segregation phenomena on the creep fracture of IN 738 LC -
Bullock, E.: Van der Biest, O.: Schuster, K.: Moulaert, M.: von 
Birgelen, G. - iii, 80pp., 10 tab., 47 fig.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: 
(EN) [Physical sciences - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9124 
CD-NA-84-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4436-2: ECU 6.55, 
BFR 300, IRL 4.80, UKL 3.80, USD 6. 
227 The European programme for controlled nuclear fusion -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - 16pp.: 30cm: stapled: 
50g: (EN) EUR 6269 
DA:84-226. DE:81-229. FR:84-267. GR:84-160. 17:83-354 
CD-NE-84-028-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4386-2: free of charge. 
228 European seminar on the risks from tritium exposure -
Gerber, G.: Myttenaere, C : Directorate-General Science, Research 
and Development - VI, 351pp., 89 fig., 47 tab.: 25cm: softcover: 
635g: Proceedings of a meeting jointly organized by the 
Commission of the European Communities and the Belgian Nuclear 
Centre (CEN/SCK); Mol, Belgium, 22-24 November 1982 (EN) 
[Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9065 
CD-NP-84-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4319-6: ECU 26.04, 
BFR 1200, IRL 19, UKL 14.90, USD 2 1 . 
229 Évaluation de la propreté inciusionnaire par ultrasons -
Jolivet, J.M. - microfiche 24x, 209p.: (FR) [Recherche technique 
acier - Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 9076 
CD-NC-84-055-FR-A : BFR 360. 
230 Evaluation of disposal possibilities and potential in the 
Konrad iron­ore mine besed on experiments for the handling 
and isolation of radioactive wastes - Brewitz, W.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - Hi, 
50pp.: 30cm: softcover: 180g: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9094 
CD-NE-84-029-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4402-8: ECU 4.37, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20, UKL 2.60, USD 4. 
231 An experimentei study of factories in the recovery of 
plutonium from combustible wastes treated by incineration, 
pyrolysis and other processes - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - ix, 171pp.: 30cm: softcover: 475g: 
(EN) [Nuclear science and technology- Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9302 
CD-NE-84-052-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5099-0: ECU 12,15, 
BFR 550, IRL 8.90, UKL 7.20, USD 10. 
232 Fluage des joints soudes - VDeh: CRM: IRSID: CSM: TNO -
microfiche 24x, 104p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 9146 
CD-NC-84-060-FR-A : BFR 240. 
233 FuE - 82038: Konditionierung von Brennstoffhüllen durch 
Einbettung in metallische Werkstoffe und Graphitmatrix -
Schmidt-Hansberg, Th.: Huschka, H.: Generaldirektion 
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung - viii, 31 S.: 30cm: 
Klammerheftung: 140g: (DE) [Kernforschung und-technologie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8991 
CD-NE-84-024-2C-C ISBN 92-825-4330-7: ECU 4,34, 
BFR 200 . 
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234 Gas cloud explosions and their effect on nuclear power 
plant ­ Phese 1 : Basic development of explosion codes - Hall, 
S.F.: Martin, D.: MacKenzie, J. : Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - iv, 173pp., 95 fig., 22 tab.: 30cm: 
softcover: 480g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8955 
CD-NE-84-036-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4275-0: ECU 12.06, 
BFR 550, IRL 8.90. UKL 7.10. USD 10. 
235 The geochemistry of high­level waste disposal in granitic 
rocks - Chapman, N.A.: Sargent, F.P.: Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - xii, 109pp., 18fig., Iph. : 30cm: 
softcover: 325g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9162 
CD-NE-84-065-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4696-9: ECU 8.82, 
BFR 400 . IRL 6.40. UKL 5.30, USD 6.50. 
236 Geological assessment of crystalline rock formations with 
a view to radioactive waste disposal - Mather, J.D.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - v, 
117pp.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology- Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8828 
CD-NE-84-010-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4324-2: ECU 8,68, 
BFR 400 . IRL 6.40. UKL 5. USD 7. 
237 Gleislostechnik II - Hielen, G.: Biesler, D. - Mikrofiche 24x, 
48S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung Kohle - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 9393 
CD-NB-84-034-DE-A : BFR 120. 
238 A graphite package for the JRC, lepra IBM version of 
RELAP5/M0D1 - Kolar, W.: Brewka, W. - microfiche 24x, 47pp.: 
(EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 6537 
CD-NE-84-071-EN-A : BFR 120. 
239 HFR Petten information leaflet 1983­84 edition - Von Der 
Hardt, P. - microfiche 24x, 6pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology- Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8471 
CD-NE-84-073-EN-A : BFR 120. 
240 Hülsenkonditionierung - Untersuchungen zur 
Charakterisierung des Hülsen­Betonproduktes - Gräbner, H.: 
Kapulla, H.: Frotscher, H.: Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Entwicklung - ill, 45S-: 30cm: broschiert: 150g: 
(DE) [Kernforschung und -technologie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 9108 
CD-ND-84-018-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4439-7: ECU 4,39, 
BFR 200 . 
241 Incineretion of simuleted plutonium­contaminated waste -
Ford, L.H.: Jenkins, M.J.: Directorate-General Science, Research 
and Development - iii, 55pp., 33fig., 10tab.: 30cm: softcover: 
170g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9219 
CD-NE-84-069-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4683-7: ECU 4 ,41 , 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20, UKL 2.70, USD 3.50. 
242 Individuazione quantitative delle impurezze del contenitore 
a pressione del reattore del Garigliano - Passili, M.: Direzione 
generale Affari scientifici, ricerca e sviluppo - v, 64pag., 11tab., 
37fig.: 30cm: brossura: 200g: (IT) [Scienze e tecniche nucleari -
Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: 
Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 9167 
CD-NE-84-033-IT-C ISBN 92-825-4427-3: ECU 5,46, 
BFR 250. 
243 Industriale toepaasing van het IRSID­procede voor 
ultrasone sondage - Ploegaert, H. - microfiche 24x, 91 blz.: (NL) 
[Technisch onderzoek staal - Directoraat-generaal Informatiemarkt 
en innovatie: Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen] 
EUR 8685 
CD-NC-84-030-NL-A : BFR 120. 
244 Influence dee métaux alcolins sur lee propriétés 
mécaniques du coke à haute température dans les conditions 
du heut­fourneeu - Steiler, J.M. - microfiche 24x, 120p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique acier - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8891 
CD-NC-84-043-FR-A : BFR 240. 
245 Influence du refroidissement secondaire sur le gonflement 
et le quelite interne des brèmes - Etienne, A. - microfiche 24x, 
74p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier - Direction générale Marché 
de l'information et innovation: COM] EUR 8888 
CD-NC-84-040-FR-A : BFR 120. 
246 Influence of increaaing hydrogen concentration on the heat 
transfer phenomena boildown - Shepherd, I. - microfiche 24x, 
61pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9101 
CD-NE-84-079-EN-A : BFR 120. 
247 Influence of material properties on the buckling beheviour 
of eheet during press­forming - Haberfield, A.B.: Boyles/M.W.: 
Morris, E.L. - microfiche 24x, 104pp.: (EN) [Technical steel 
research - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8997 
CD-NC-84-050-EN-A : BFR 240. 
248 Influenze delle chimica superficiale delle leghe Fe­Mn e 
Fe­Mn­S nel meccenismo delle nucleezione delle fosfatazione 
- microscheda 24x, 70pag.: (IT) [Ricerca tecnica acciaio - Direzione 
generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 8927 
CD-NC-84-045-IT-A : BFR 120. 
249 Instrumentetion of Selby sheft insets - microfiche 24x, 
145pp.: (EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the Europeen 
Communities] EUR 9397 
CD-NB-84-037-EN-A : BFR 240. 
250 Interazione creep fetica per l'eccieio 2 1 / 4 cr 1 mo con II 
metodo dello "strain range partitioning" - Cusolito, R. -
microfiche 24x, 102pag.: (ITI [Ricerca tecnica acciaio - Direzione 
generale Merceto dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 8863 
CD-NC-84-033-IT-A : BFR 240. 
251 Intercompariaon test of various seroso! measurement 
techniques - Cherdron, W.... - microfiche 24x, 179pp.: (EN) 
[Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9203 
CD-NE-84-087-EN-A : BFR 240. 
252 International symposium on the beheviour of long­lived 
radionuclides in the merino environment - Cigna, Α.: 
Myttenaere, C. - x, 462pp., 86tab., 94fig.: 25cm: softcover: 
850g: (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9214 
CD-NP-B4-008-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5089-3: ECU 32.98, 
BFR 1500, IRL 24.10, UKL 19.60, USD 27. 
253 JET joint undertaking - Annuel report 83 - microfiche 24x, 
64pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9348 
CD-NE-84-090-EN-A : BFR 120. 
31 
254 Kaltumformbarkeit von direkt aus der Walzhitze 
hergestelltem... - Vlad, M.: Ahrndt, G. - Mikrofiche 24x, 81S.: 
(DE) [Technische Forschung Stahl - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 9018 
CD-NC-84-053-DE-A : BFR 120. 
255 Lagranglan current measurements and large­scale 
long­term dispersion rates (Sofar float experiment) - Gurbutt, 
F.A.: Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - ii, 
23pp.: 30cm: stapled: 90g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9401 
CD-NE-84-050-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4507-5: ECU 4,44, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.30, UKL 2.70, USD 3.50. 
256 Long­term storage of 85Kr in amorphous zeolite 5A -
Penzhorn, R.D.: Noppel, H.E.: Dorea, A....: Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development - iii, 73pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
215g: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9106 
CD-NE-84-035-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4273-4: ECU 5,48, 
BFR 250, IRL 4.10, UKL 3.30, USD 4.50. 
257 Mechanik und Stoffverhalten bei der Arretierung von 
Rissen - Kalthoff] J. F.: Beinert, J....-Mikrofiche 24x, 163S.: (DE) 
[Technische Forschung Stahl - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt 
und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 8866 
CD-NC-84-035-DE-A : BFR 240. 
258 Mesures et interprétation des charges dynamiques dans 
les ponts (2° phase) - Bruis, A. - microfiche 24x, 82p.: (FR) 
[Recherche technique acier - Direction générale Marché de 
l'information et innovation: Commission des Communautés 
européennes] EUR 8864 
CD-NC-84-034-FR-A : BFR 120. 
259 Mise au point d'une méthode de séparation, d'identification 
et d'enalyse des inclusions dans les aciers - Henriet, D. -
microfiche 112p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier - Direction 
générale Marché de l'information et innovation: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 8885 
CD-NC-84-037-FR-A : BFR 240. 
260 Möglichkeiten der Entstehung sowie Art, Umfang und 
tektonische Stellung von Rissen und Kluften im Selzgebirge -
Weiss, Hermann M.: Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, Forschung und 
Entwicklung - iv, 98S.: 30cm: broschiert: 300g: (DE) 
[Kernforschung und -technologie - General direktion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8895 
CD-NE-83-065-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4342-0: ECU 7,60, 
BFR 350. 
261 Mutual emergency assistance in the event of accident 
during transport of radioactive materials wi th in the Member 
Stetes of European Community - Selling, H.A. - microfiche 24x, 
52pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9133 
CD-NE-84-080-EN-A : BFR 120. 
Neutron activation analysis of biological samples ­ Systematic 
study on loss of elements during preconcentration before 
irradiation 138 
262 Non­ionizing radiation dosimetry - Oberhofer, M. - microfiche 
24x, 31pp.: (EN) [Radioprotection - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9110 
CD-NP-84-013-EN-A : BFR 120. 
263 Occlusion and storage of krypton in solids - Vansant, E.F.: 
Thijs, Α.: Poeters, G....: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development - iv, 48pp.: 30cm: softcover: 155g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9353 
CD-NE-84-062-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4560-1: ECU 4,44, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.30, UKL 2.70, USD 3.50. 
264 Operation of nuclear power stations - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 186p.: 30cm: softcover: 49Og: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-232 
CA-40-84-561-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4537-7: ECU 13,30, 
BFR 600 , IRL 9.70, UKL 7.90, USD 11 . 
265 Photon dosimetry: Fourth information seminar on the 
radiation protection dosimeter intercomparison programme: 
Bilthoven, 25-27 October 1982 - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - vii, 369pp., 23tab., 132fig.: 30cm: 
softcover: 965g: (EN) [Radioprotection: 30 - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9192 
CD-NP-84-007-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4964-X: ECU 26,51, 
BFR 1200. IRL 19.30, UKL 15.70, USD 2 1 . 
266 Physical model of the dispersion of a radioactive 
contaminant in the atmosphere above a heat island - Toh/, 
J.A.: Tenchine, D. - microfiche 24x, 65pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science 
and technology - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9213 
CD-NE-84-088-EN-A : BFR 120. 
Progress Report Programme Radiation protection 1983 
306 
267 Promotion des aciers a haute limite élastique - Chapeau, W.: 
Plumier, A. - microfiche 24x, 85p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier 
- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8855 
CD-NC-84-032-FR-A : BFR 120. 
268 R & D programme on radioactive waste disposal into a clay 
formation - Heremans, R.: Directorate-General Science, Research 
and Development - v, 258pp.: 30cm: softcover: 675g: (EN) 
[Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9077 
CD-NE-84-046-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4966-6: ECU 17,67, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.90, UKL 10.50, USD 10.50. 
269 Recovery of energy by fluidized combustion of waste 
material arising from coal mining and coal processing -
microfiche 24x, 83pp.: (EN) [Technical coal research -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8880 
CD-NB-84-028-EN-A : BFR 120. 
270 Refroidissement intense de billettes coulees en continu -
Etienne, A. - microfiche 24x, 59p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier 
- Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8890 
CD-NC-84-042-FR-A : BFR 120. 
271 Régulation des tractions sur trains continus à produits 
longs - microfiche 24x, 64p.: (FR) [Recherche technique acier -
Direction générale Marché de l'information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes] EUR 8892 
CD-NC-84-044-FR-A : BFR 120. 
32 
272 Remote assessment of permeability/thermal dHfuslvity of 
consolidated clay sedimenta - Loveli, M.A.: Ogden. P.: 
Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - vi, 
167pp.: 30cm: softcover: 460g: (EN) [Nuclear science and 
technology-Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9206 
CD-NE-84-060-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4549-0: ECU 12,20, 
BFR 550. IRL 8.90, UKL 7.20, USD 10. 
273 Research project for the determination of thè suitability of 
the mine "Konrad" as a final repository for radioactive 
products - Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development- x, 141pp.: 30cm: softcover: 420g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Irinovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8954 
CD-NE-84-023-F.N-C ISBN 92-826-4325-0: ECU 10,86, 
BFR 500 , IRL 8, UKL 6.30, USD 9. 
274 Review of research supported In the field of fracture over 
the period 1966-1983 (Synthesis report) - May, M. J. : Walker. 
E.F. - microfiche 24x, 113pp.: (EN) [Technical steel research -
Directorate-General Information Market anã Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9015 
CD-NC-84-052-EN-A : BFR 240. 
275 Review of specific effects in atmospheric dispersion 
calculations '·, Underwood, B.Y.: Cooper, P.J....: Holloway, N.J.: 
Kaiser, G.D.: Nixon, W.: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the Europeen 
Communities] 
n.1 - ¡v, 462pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1150g: (EN) EUR 8935 
CD-NO-83-A19-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4184-3: set: ECU 54,27, 
BFR 2500 . IRL 39.60, UKL 3 1 , USD 45: Volume 1 
ISBN 92-825-4182-7: volume: Price for volumes 1 and 2. 
276 Review of specific effects in atmospheric dispersion 
calculations - Underwood, B.Y.: Cooper, P.J....: Holloway, N.J.: 
Kaiser, G.D.: Nixon, W.: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development [Nuclear science and technology - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] . 
n.2 - iv. 476pp.: 30cm: softcover: 1150g: (EN) EUR 8935 
CD-NO-83-B19-EN-C ISBN 92-826-4184-3: set: ECU 54,27, 
BFR 2500 . IRL 39.60. UKL 3 1 , USD 45: Volume 2 
ISBN 92-826-4183-5: volume: Price for volumes 1 and2. 
277 Rilevazione e memorizzazione automatice della difettosità 
superficiale delle bramme e freddo ed elaborazione dati per il 
comando di uno apot-scarfing automatizzato - Ricci, R. -
microscheda 24x, 60pag.: (IT) [Ricerca tecnica acciaio - Direzione 
generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 8567 
CD-NC-84-029-rr-A :BFR 120. 
278 Rodswell: a computer code for the thermomechanical 
analysis of fuel rods under local conditions - Casadsi, F.: Laval, 
M.: Donea, J . : JRC, Ispra [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General InformationMarket and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.1: Models and code description - microfiche 24x, 54pp.: (EN) 
EUR 8920 
CD-NE-84-A78-EN-A : BFR 120. 
279 Rodswell: a computer code for the thermomechanical 
analysis of fuel rods under local conditions - Casadei, F.: Laval, 
M.: Donea, J. : JRC, Ispra [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.2: Input manual - microfiche 24x, 148pp.: (EN) EUR 8920/II 
CD-NE-84-B78-EN-A : BFR 240. 
280 Scientific Advisory Committee to exemine the toxicity and 
acotoxicity of chemicel compounds: Activity report 1979-83 -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation - vii, 86pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 255g: (EN) EUR 9246 
DA:84-2e9. DE;84-172. FR:84-196. IT:84-196. NL:84-269 
CD-NX-84-O07-EN-C ISBN 92-826-5024-9: ECU 7.73. 
BFR 360, IRL 5.70, UKL 4.60, USD 6. 
281 Second order tensor invariante In continuum mechanics 
using the Lagrangian formulations - Grossetie, J.C. - microfiche 
24x, 32pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science end technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9166 
CD-NE-84-081-EN-A : BFR 120. 
282 Selected papers arising from the EEC primary raw 
materiale programme (1978-81 ) - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development -pp.301-434:24cm: softcover: 230g: 
(EN) [Environment and quality of life - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8617 
CD-NO-83-037-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4086-3: ECU 8,71, 
BFR 4 0 0 , IRL 8.40, UKL 6, USD 7.50. 
283 Selection and training of nuclear power plant operators (EC 
countries, Switzerland, Spain, Sweden) - Lhoir, J . : Directorate-
General Energy - x, 112pp.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 7769 
CD-NE-84-0O9-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4331-5: ECU 7.60, 
BFR 360, IRL 6.60. UKL 4 .40, USD 6.50. 
284 Seiezione di un sito adatto alla costruzione di un laboratorio 
sotterraneo in formazioni argillose - Benvegnu, F.: Direzione 
generale Affari scientifici, ricerca e sviluppo - v, 44pag.: 30cm: 
brossure: 150g: (IT) [Scienze e tecniche nucleari - Direzione 
generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: Commissione 
delle Comunità europee] EUR 9279 
CD-NE-84-041-IT-C ISBN 92-825-4971-2: ECU 4,42. 
BFR 200 . 
285 Simulationsversuch im älteren Steinsalz Na2B im 
Salzbergwerk Asse, Temperaturversuchsfeld 4 (TVF4) -
Rothfuchs, T.: Schwarzianek, P.: Feddersen, H.: Generaldirektion 
Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung - vi, 102S.: 30cm: 
broschiert: 290g: (DE) [Kernforschung und -technologie -
Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 9137 
CD-ND-84-017-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4289-0: ECU 6,58, 
BFR 300 . 
286 Some considerations on trfticum control in a helium cooled 
ceramic blanket for the net reactor - Dalle Donne, M.: Domer, S. 
- microfiche 24x, 45pp.: (EN) [Nuclear science and technology · 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the Europeen Communities] EUR 7993 
CD-NE-84-072-EN-A : BFR 120. 
287 Study of closure of mein driveges - microfiche 24x, 82pp.: 
(EN) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9396 
CD-NB-84-036-EN-A : BFR 120. 
288 Tantalum pentoxide on tantalum foil - BCR No 261 - Seah, 
M.: Directorate-General Science, Research and Development - ii, 
73pp.: 30cm: softcover: 190g: (EN) [BCR-lnformation -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8839 
CD-NV-83-012-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4123-1: ECU 4.36, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 4 . 
289 Teat of calorimetry for high burn-up 
plutonium-measurement campaign January/July 1983 -
Corbellini, M.: Dadamo, D.... - microfiche 24x, 41pp.: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communitiee] 
EUR 9181 
CD-NE-84-084-EN-A : BFR 120. 
33 
290 Testing and evaluation of solidified high­level waste forms 
- Engelmann, Ch.: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development - ix, 223pp.: 30cm: softcover: 606g: Joint annual 
progress report 1982 (EN) [Nuclear science and technology -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9268 
CD-NE-84-055-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4513-X: ECU 15,51, 
BFR 700. IRL 11.30. UKL 9.20, USD 12. 
291 Thermische und mechanische Trennverfahren für Beton 
und Stahl - Kloj, G.: Tittel, G.: Generaldiraktion Wissenschaft, 
Forschung und Entwicklung - 96S.: 30cm: broschiert: 280g: (DE) 
[Kernforschung und -technologie - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 8633 
CÒ-NX-83-O08-DE-C ISBN 92-825-3894-X: ECU 6.60, 
BFR 3 0 0 . 
292 Thermisches Trennen von dickwandigen plattierten 
Komponenten dea Primarkreises von Kernkraftwerken -
Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung - iv, 
69S.: 30cm: broschiert: 210g: (DE) [Kernforschung und 
-technologie - Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 9479 
CD-NE-84-063-DE-C ISBN 92-826-4561-X: ECU 5.54. 
BFR 250. 
293 The thermo­mechanical behaviour of a salt dome with e 
heat­generating waste repository - Janssen, L.G. J. : Prij, J.: 
Kevenaar, J.W.A.M....: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development - iii, 155pp.: 30cm: softcover: 420g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science end technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9206 
CD-NE-84-067-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4577-6: ECU 11,02, 
BFR 500 , IRL 8. UKL 6.60. USD 9. 
294 Trace element assessment of low­alloy and stainless Steele 
with reference to gamma activity - Goddard, A. J.H.: Macmehon, 
T.D.: Gamberini, D....: Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development - iii, 40pp.: 30cm: softcover: 136g: (EN) [Nuclear 
science and technology - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 9264 
CD-NE-84-066-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4669-5: ECU 4 .41 , 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20. UKL 2.70, USD 3.60. 
295 Twenty­fifth 1983 meteorological yearbook of Ispra -
Bollini, G.: Galva, Α.: Gandino, C....: Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development [Physical sciences - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the Européen 
Communities] 
1983 - iii, 87p. 31 tab., 23graf.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: (EN/IT) 
EUR 9164 
IT:84-300 
CD-NA-84-O06-2K-C ISBN 92-825-5004-4: ECU 6,63, 
BFR 3 0 0 . 
296 Untersuchungen zur Beeinflussung der Bandebenheit en 
einer Streckbiegerichtanlage - Thies, H. - Mikrofiche 24x, 78S.: 
(DE) [Technische Forschung Stahl - Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften] EUR 9083/I I 
CD-NC-84-B56-DE-A : BFR 120. 
297 The uae of the thermal lens effect for enhancement of 
sensitivity in molecular absorption spectrometry w i th speciel 
reference to the use of a pulsed dye laser as source - Humen, 
H.G.C.: Omenetto, N. - microfiche 24x, 25pp.: (EN) [Physical 
sciences - Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9193 
CD-NA-84-O08-EN-A : BFR 120. 
298 Valorisation physique et chimique du charbon et de ses 
sous­produits - Cerchar - microfiche 24x, 63p.: (FR) [Recherche 
technique charbon - Direction générale Marche de l'information et 
innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 9606 
CD-NB-84-038-FR-A :BFR 120. 
299 Valutazione delle caratteristiche di progetto che facilitano 
lo smantellamento delle centrali nucleari PWR - Avanzini, P.G. -
microscheda 24x, 81pag.: (IT) [Scienze e tecniche nucleari -
Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e innovazione: 
Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 9191 
CD-NE-84-085-ÍT-A : BFR 120. 
3 0 0 Valutazione metallurgica di materiel! per cil indri a caldo -
Venturoni, T.: Songini, G. - microscheda 24x, 109pag.: (IT) [Ricerca 
tecnica acciaio - Direzione generale Mercato dell'informazione e 
innovazione: Commissione delle Comunità europee] EUR 8886 
CD-NC-84-038-IT-A :BFR240 . 
301 Verbesserung des Bandlaufes in WarmbrertbandstraBen -
Drexler, W. - Mikrofiche 24x, 143S.: (DE) [Technische Forschung 
Stahl - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 8893 
CD-NC-84-047-DE-A : BFR 240. 
302 Wetterkahltechnik im Abbau und in Streckenvortrieben -
Voss, J. : Chatel, P.... - Mikrofiche 24x. 150S.: (DE) [Technische 
Forschung Kohle - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und 
Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] 
EUR 9392 
CD-NB-84-033-DE-A : BFR 240. 
303 Zusammensetzung von Kontaminationsschichten und 
Wirksamkeit der Dekontamination - Ahlfänger, W.: 
Generaldirektion Wissenschaft, Forschung und Entwicklung - vi, 
79S.: 30cm: broschiert: 240g: (DE) [Kernforschung und 
-technologie - Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt und Innovation: 
Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften] EUR 9352 
CD-NE-84-049-DE-C ISBN 92-826-4506-7: ECU 6,66. 
BFR 300 . 
1640 Safety at work 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
304 19th Report of the Safety and Health Commission for the 
mining and other extrective industries: Year 1981 - [Industrial 
health and safety - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
n.1: Annual Report - 165pp.: 30cm: softcover: 435g: (EN) 
EUR 9151 
DA:84-304. DE:84-304. FR:84-304. IT:84-304. NL:84-304 
CD-NQ-84-A01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4129-0: volume: 
ECU 10.85, BFR 500 , IRL 8, UKL 6.30. USD 9: Volume 1. 
305 19th Report of the Safety and Health Commission for the 
mining and other extrective industries: Year 1981 - [Industrial 
health and safety - Directorate-General Informetion Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
n.2: Annexes to the Report - 103pp.: 30cm: softcover: 280g: (EN) 
EUR 9151 
DA:84-30B. OE:84-305. FR:84-305. IT:84-305. NL:84-30S 
CD-NQ-84-B01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4135-5: volume: BFR 350. 
IRL 5.60, UKL 4.40, USD 6.60: Volume 2. 
306 Progress Report Programme Radiation protection 1983 -
Directorate-General Information Market end Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - XI, 1353pp., num. ill.: 
23cm: softcover: 2020g: (DE/EN/FR) EUR 9088 
DE:84-30e. FR:84-306 
CD-NP-84-005-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4378-1: ECU 70,89. 
BFR 3250. IRL 51.70. UKL 41.10. USD 62. 
PERIODICALS Fluage des Joints soudée 232 
Euro-Abstracts: Scientific and technical Publications and Patents: 
Section I and II. 
Euro-Abstracts, Section II: Coal - Steel. 
1650 Industrial technical research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Aggiunte di elementi di lega mediente l'ueo di minereli el 
convertitore AOD 161 
Amélioration des briquée réfrectoires cuites 




Cinetiche di riduzione dell'ossido di ferro nelle condizioni delle 
sacca dell'eltoforno 192 
Cintrage et décintrage sur coeur liquide 193 
Conduzione dei forni di rieceldo per le minimizzezione dei 
consumi energetici e della formazione di scaglie mediente 
spettroscopie leser 197 
Continuous casting, casting and solidification 198 
Controllo in linee della permeabilità dello stato di 
agglomerazione per ridurre le veriebilftà dell'egglomereto ed i 
coneumi energetici 199 
Development of steels for the festener end cold forging 
merkets by testing under festener production conditions 
210 
Einsstz von HochfrequenzschweiBmeschinen zur Erzeugung 
unlegierter und legierter Edelstahlrohre 214 
307 Energy eudft No 2 ­ Aluminium industry in the Europeen 
Economic Community - Nowak. S.: DGXII - iv, 123pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 360g: (EN) [Energy - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8813 
CD-ND-83-165-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4104-5: ECU 7,62, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.60, UKL 4.40. USD 7. 
Establishment of design peramaters for large slab­type ingot 
moulds 218 
Étude du processus de frittage d'une couche d'egglomérés de 
minereis lorrsine en vue de l'amélioration de le quelite 223 
Evaluation de le propreté inclusionnaire par ultrasons 229 
308 Évsluetion de la recherche et du développement ­
Méthodologies pour l'éveluetion de le R&D appliquéee dens 
lee États membree de la Communauté, eux États­Unis 
d'Amérique et eu Jepon - Boggio. G.: Spachis-Papazoia, E.: 
Direction générale Science, recherche et développement - vi, 157p., 
7tab.: 25cm: broché: 310g: Compte-rendu du séminaire tenu à 
Bruxelles, Belgique, les 17 et 18 octobre 1983 (FR) [Politique de la 
science et technologie - Direction genérele Marché de l'information 
et innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 9021 
CD-NW-84-O02-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4293-9: ECU 10.96, 
BFR 500. 
309 Flat gless for building - vi, 261pp.: 23cm: softcover: 420g: 
(EN) [Industrial processes - Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8069 
DE:84-309. FR:84­31I. ΙΤ:β4­311 
CD-NF-83-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4007-3: ECU 18,56, 
BFR 850, IRL 13.50. UKL 10.50, USD 16. 
Industriële toepassing van het IRSID­procede voor ultrasone 
sondage 243 
Influence des miteux alcalins sur les propriétés mécaniques 
du coke à haute température dans lee conditions du 
haut­fourneau 244 
Influence du refroidissement secondaire sur le gonflement et 
la qualité interne des brèmes 245 
Influence of material properties on the buckling behaviour of 
sheet during press­forming 247 
Influenza delle chimico superficiale delle leghe Fe­Mn e 
Fe­Mn­S nel meccanismo delle nucleezione della 
fosfatazione 248 
Interazione creep fatica per l'acciaio 2 1 / 4 cr 1 mo con il 
metodo dello "strain renge partitioning" 250 
Kaftumformbarkeit von direkt eus der Walzhitze 
hergestelltem... 254 
Mechenik und Stoffverheften bei der Arretierung von 
Rissen 257 
Mesures et interprétation des chsrges dynsmiques dens les 
ponts (2° phase) 258 
Mise eu point d'une méthode de séparation, d'identificetion et 
d'analyae des inclusions dans les aciers 259 
Promotion des sciers à heute limite éleetique 267 
Refroidissement intense de billettes coulées en continu 270 
Régulation des tractions sur treine continus à produits 
longs 271 
Review of research supported in the field of fracture over the 
period 1966­1983 (Synthesis report) 274 
Rilevazione e memorizzazione eutometica delle difettosità 
superficiele delle bremme e freddo ed eleborezione dati per il 
comendo di uno spot­scarfing automatizzeto 277 
310 Round­table meeting: Chemicel end physical valorization of 
coal - iv, 133p., num. ill., fig. and tab.: 30cm: softcover: 370g: 
(DE/EN/FR) [Technical coal research - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9118 
DE:84-310. FR:84-310 
CD-NB-84-027-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4825-2: ECU 9,87, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20, UKL 5.90, USD 8.50. 
311 Study into EC­wide criteria for the Identification of new 
technology based enterprises - Clayton, M.: Mitchell, T.: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - iv, 174pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 490g: (EN) EUR 8926 
CD-NX-83-013-3A-C ISBN 92-825-4242-4: ECU 11,94, 
BFR 550. IRL 8.80, UKL 6.90, USD 10. 
Untersuchungen zur Beeinflussung der Bendebenheit en einer 
Streckbiegerichtenlege 296 
Valutazione metallurgies di materiell per cilindri e caldo 300 
Verbesserung des Bandlaufee in WermbreitbsndstraBen 
301 
35 
1660 Agricultural research 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
312 Adjuvants, interferon and non-specific immunity -
Cancelloti, F.M.: Gelassi, D.: Directorate-General Agriculture - iv, 
227pp., 51tab., 48fig.: 30cm: softcover: 355g: (EN) [Agriculture -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8675 
CD-NK-84-0O3-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4428-1: ECU 15,35, 
BFR 700 . IRL 11.30, UKL 9.10, USD 13. 
313 Agricultural reseerch end the Italian Mezzogiorno - Faenza, 
V.: Directorate-General Agriculture - v, 126pp., 2tab.: 23cm: 
softcover: 210g: (EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8897 
FR:84-321. IT:84-321 
CD-NK-83-012-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5056-7: ECU 10,97, 
BFR 500. IRL 8. UKL 6.60. USD 9.50. 
314 Atrophic rhinitis in pigs - Pedersen, K.B.: Nielsen, N.C.: 
Directorate-General Agriculture - 205pp.: 23cm: softcover: 345g: 
(EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8643 
CD-NK-83-O09-ÉN-C ISBN 92-825-4053-7: ECU 13,06, 
BFR 600 , IRL 9.60, UKL 7.50, USD 12. 
315 Cell-mediated immunity - Quinn, P.J.: Directorate-General 
Agriculture - vii, 367pp.: 23cm: softcover: 570g: (EN) [Agriculture 
- Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8898 
CD-NK-84-O07-EN-C ISBN 92-826-5083-4: ECU 28,58, 
BFR 1300, IRL 2 1 , UKL 17.10, USD 24. 
316 Evaluation of the CEC integrated pest-control programme 
1979-81 - Trembley, E.: Directorete-General Agriculture - iv, 
16pp.: 30cm: stapled: 55g: (EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8911 
CD-NK-B4-C01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-43ΐΊ-Ο: ECU 4.34, 
BFR 200 , IRL 3.20. UKL 2.50, USD 3.50. 
317 Farm animal welfare programme: Evaluation report 1979-83 
-Tarrant, P.V.: Directorate-General Agriculture - vi, 89pp., 24ill., 
20tab.: 25cm: softcover: 185g: (EN) [Agriculture-
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9180 
CD-NK-84-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4823-6: ECU 7,68, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.60, UKL 4.60, USD 6.50. 
318 Maladie du cyprès (Coryneum cardinale) - Andreoli, C : Di 
Lonardo, V.: Motta, E....: Direction generale Agriculture - vii, 72p., 
22fig., 18tab.: 23cm: broché: 135g: (FR) [Agriculture - Direction 
generale Marche de l'information et innovetion: Commission des 
Communautés européennes] EUR 9200 
CD-NK-84-011-3H-C ISBN 92-825-4540-7: ECU 6,65, 
BFR 300 . 
319 Le moût de reisin concentré rectifié - Dupuy, P.: INRA: 
Direction générale Agriculture - viii, 134p.: 23cm: broché: 225g: 
(FR) [Agriculture - Direction générale Marche de l'information et 
Innovation: Commission des Communautés européennes] 
EUR 9441 
CD-NK-84-013-FR-C ISBN 92-825-4581-4: ECU 9,92, 
BFR 450. 
320 Paretuberculosis, diagnostic methods, their practical 
application and experience with veccinetion - Jørgensen, Berg 
J.: Aalund, O.: Directorate-General Agriculture - vi, 159pp.: 23cm: 
softcover: 260g: (EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the Europaan Communities] 
EUR 9 0 0 0 
CD-NK-84-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5081-8: ECU 11,05, 
BFR 500, IRL 8.10, UKL 6.60, USD 9. 
321 Prospective inventory of the requirements of Greek 
agriculture with epecial reference to agronomic research -
Boyazoglu, J.: Faculty of Agriculture, Aristotelien University, 
Salonika: Directorate-General Agriculture - vi, 123pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 360g: (EN) [Agriculture - Directorate-General Information 
Market and Innovation: Commission of the European Communities] 
EUR 8653 
FR:83-439 
CD-NK-83-0O7-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4081-2: ECU 9,82, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20, UKL 5.70, USD 8,50. 
Report of the Scientific Veterinary Committee, the Scientific 
Committee for Animal Nutrition and the Scientific Committee 
for Food on the besis of the report of the scientific group on 
anabolic agents in enimel production 41 
Reports of the Scientific Committee for Animal Nutrition: 
Fourth Seriee 42 
322 Some importent parasitic infections in bovines considered 
from economic end sociel (zoonosis) points of view - Euzeby, 
J.: Gevrey, J. : Directorate-General Agriculture - vi, 258pp., 23fig., 
53tab.: 23cm: softcover: 405g: (EN) [Agriculture -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the Europeen Communities] EUR 8900 
CD-NK-84-O08-2A-C ISBN 92-825-5014-1: ECU 17,59, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.90, UKL 10.50, USD 15. 
1670 Information management 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
323 Directory of energy data bases - Committee for Information 
and Documentation on Science and Technology: Directorate-General 
Science, Reseerch and Development - xi, 142pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
410g: (EN) [Information management - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9097 
CD-NU-84-O01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4824-4: ECU 10,97, 
BFR 500, IRL 8, UKL 6.60, USD 9.50. 
324 European­wide structure for a videotex data base for 
agricultural information - Christiansen, M. - microfiche 24x, 
21pp.: (EN) [Information management - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9199 
CD-NU-84-O03-EN-A : BFR 120. 
325 Fifth report on the ectivities of the Committee for 
Information and Documentation on Science end Technology 
(CIDST) of the European Communities (1981 ­83) -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation - iv, 39pp.: 
30cm: softcover: 135g: (EN) [Information management -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 9335 
DA:84-325. DE:84-32B. FR:84-323. GR:84-323. ΓΓ:84-32β. 
NL:84-326 
CD-NU-84-O02-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5068-0: ECU 4,39, 
BFR 200, IRL 3.20, UKL 2.70, USD 4. 
La micro­électronique et l'informetique et leure implications 
an matière de formotion dans les entreprises 85 
New inf ormetion technologies end smell­scale job creation 
326 Power end perticipetion in en informetion society -
Crewlich, K.W.: Pedersen, F.H.: Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development - x, 289pp.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: 
(EN) [Science and technology policy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 8548 
CD-NW-83-O03-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4064-2: ECU 17,46, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.70, UKL 10.10, USD 16. 
36 
Report on the social implications of introducing new 
technology in the banking sector 
PERIODICALS 
Euronet Diene News. 
77 
1690 Miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
COST Projects: Collected Agreements concluded w i th in the 
framework of European Cooperation In the field of Scientific 
and Technical Research: n.2.1981 ­1982 64 
327 European venture capital pilot scheme - Adam International 
BV: Directorate-General Information Market end Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - iii, 87pp., 3tab.: 
30cm: softcover: 250g: (EN) EUR 9082 
CD-NT-84-O04-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4839-2: ECU 6,58. 
BFR 300 . IRL 4 .80, UKL 4. USD 5.60. 
328 Evaluation of the Community's programme 'Scientific end 
technical training' - Levaux, P.: Brown, D.A.: Keay, R.W....: 
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation - ix, 67pp., 
2tab.: 25cm: softcover: 150g: Research evaluation: Report No 10 
(EN) [Science and technology policy - Directorate-General 
Information Market and Innovation: Commission of the European 
Communities] EUR 9202 
FR:84-329 
CD-NX-84-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4608-3: ECU 6,63, 
BFR 3 0 0 , IRL 4.90, UKL 4, USD 5.50. 
329 Evaluation of the European Community's radiation 
protection research programme (1976­80) - Sinclair, W.K.: 
Akehurst. R.L.: Bresson, G.: Oberhausen, E.: Oftedel, P.: Silini, G.: 
Wembersie, A. -xiv, 147pp.: 25cm: softcover: 310g: Research 
evaluation: Report No. 8 (EN) [Science and technology policy -
Directorate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities] EUR 8648 
FR:84-330 
CD-NW-83-011-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4119-3: ECU 9.80, 
BFR 450. IRL 7.20. UKL 5.60. USD 8.60. 
Government financing of research and development 
1976­1983 358 
330 Innovations from Community research: Selection 1 9 8 3 -
Directcrate-General Information Market and Innovation: 
Commission of the European Communities - 24pp.: 25cm: stapled: 
50g: (EN) 
DA&4-330. DE:84-331. FR:84-331. GR:84-328. IT:84-330. 
NL:84-333 
free of charge. 
331 Teeching end training the hendicapped through the new 
information technology - 123pp.: 30cm: softcover: 330g: (EN) 
[Document - Commission of the European Communities] 
DE:84-327. FR:84-327 
CB-41-84-660-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4573-3: ECU 9.92, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20. UKL 5.90. USD 8. 
332 Technik und Gesellschaft IV: Risikoeinschätzung und 
Akzeptanz neuer Technologien - Lindner, R.: Generaldirektion 
Informationsmarkt und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften-xi, 48S.: 30cm: broschiert: 176g: (DE) 
EUR 9179 
CD-NX-84-004-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4291-2: ECU 5,48. 
BFR 250. 
333 Technik und Gesellschaft V: Grundlagen menschlicher 
Denkstrukturen - Lindner, R.: Generaldirektion Informationsmarkt 
und Innovation: Kommission der Europäischen Gemeinschaften - vii, 
67S.: 30cm: broschiert: 185g: (DE) EUR 9398 
CD-NX-84-O05-DE-C ISBN 92-825-5034-6: ECU 5,53. 
BFR 250. 
Thermische und mechanische Trennverfahren für Beton und 
Stahl 291 
334 Vade­mecum of contract research - Commission of the 
European Communities: Directorate-General Information Market and 
Innovation - vi, 68pp.: 25cm: softcover: 130g: (EN) 
DA:84-334. DE:84-334. FR:84-334. GR:84-327. IT:84-334. 
NL:84-334 
CD-40-84-400-EN-C : free of charge. 
336 Le venture capital pour lee PME innovatrices eux 
États­Unis et en Europe (France ­ Royaume­Uni) - Lebas, P.: 
Direction générale Marché de l'Information et innovation: 
Commission des Communautés européennes - xvi, 223p., 5 Itab.: 
30cm: broché: 625g: (FR) EUR 9190 
CD-NT-84-O02-FR-C ISBN 92-826-4821-X: ECU 16,44, 
BFR 750. 
PERIODICALS 
Euro-Abstracte: Scientific and technical Publications and Patents: 
Section I and II. 
Euro-Abstracts, Section I - Euratom and EEC Research. Scientific 
and technical Publications and Patente. 
17 Education and cultural policy 
1710 Education 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Ausbildung in neuen Beschäftigungalnftiativen in der 
Bundesrepublik Deutechlend 80 
336 Berufsbildungssituation der ausländischen Jugendlichen in 
der Bundesrepublik Deutechlend - Schweikert, Klaus (Dr.): 
Europäisches Zentrum für die Förderung der Berufsbildung - iv, 
76S.: 30cm: broschiert: 215g: (DE) 
HX-40-84-246-DE-C ISBN 92-825-4404-4: ECU 4 , BFR 180. 
337 The child between: A report on school­family relations in 
the countries of the European Community - 236pp.: 26cm: 
softcover: 440g: (EN) [Studies. Education series: 13 - Commission. 
of the European Communities] 
DA:84-338. DE:84-342. FR:84-337. ΙΤ:84-33β. NL:84-340 
CB-NQ-82-013-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4382-X: ECU 7,64, 
BFR 350, IRL 5.60, UKL 4.50. USD 7.00. 
Continuing trainjn 
unemploy 
s β rneene of preventing 
ducetlonel leave and the lebour market in Europe 
81 
82 
­ Equal opportunities and vocational training - Qualifications 
and educational needs of co-working spouses of owners of 
small and medium­sized enterprises 83 
Equal opportunit ies end vocational training 84 
338 European University Institute: Academic yeer 1986­86 -
European University Institute, Badia Fiesolana - Florence 
1984-67pp. : 21cm: softcover: 100g: (EN) 
37 
DE:84-339. FR:84-341. IT:84-338. NL84-337 
0Y-41-84-OO6-EN-C : free of charge. 
339 Europeen University Institute: Seventh Report of Activities 
- Academic year 1982-83 - European University Institute, Badia 
Fiesolana - Florence 
1983 - 82pp.: 23cm: softcover: 150g: (EN) 
DE:84-340. FR:84-342. IT:84-340. NL:84-338 
CY-38-83-646-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4089-8: free of charge. 
340 Higher education in the European Community: Directory of 
Higher Education Institutions: 1984 edition - Commission of the 
European Communities - 364pp.: 21cm: softcover: 465g: (EN) 
DA:84-342. DE:84-341. FR:84-338. IT:84-338. NL:84-339 
CB-38-83-605-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4307-2: ECU 16,19, 
BFR 700 , IRL 11.10, UKL 8.70. USD 13. 
Microelectronics technology - Microelectronice end 
informatica technology and their training implications in 
firms 86 
Nuove prospettive della formazione continua - Rapporto del 
seminario 87 
341 Le personnel enseignent chargé de le formation 
professionnelle en Belgique (Leur statut, leur préparation, 
laure perspectives) - Carller, Ernest: Centre européen pour le 
développement de la formation professionnelle - 66p.: 30cm: 
broché: 226g: (FR) 
HY-37-83-546-FR-C ISBN 92-825-3798-6: ECU 4 , BFR 185. 
342 Professionel situation and training of trainare in the 
Member States of the European Communities: Synthesis 
report - European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training: Commission of the European Communities - 177pp.: 
20cm: softcover: 240g: (EN) 
DE:84-336. FR:84-340 
HY-37-83-691-EN-C ISBN 92-826-3843-5: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 2.90, UKL 2.30, USD 3.50. 
343 Social Europe - Supplement on education, vocational 
training and youth policy - Directorate-General Employment. 
Social Affairs and Education - 63pp.: 30cm: softcover: 185g: (EN) 
DE:84-344. FR:84-339 
CE-AC-84-O01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4987-9: ECU 6.55, 
BFR 300 , IRL 4.80, UKL 3.80, USD 6. 
344 Systèmes de formation professionnelle dens les pays 
membres de le Communauté européenne - Centre européen 
pour le développement de la formation professionnelle: Commission 
des Communsutés européennes - 480p.: 12 x 26cm: broché: 
620g: (FR) 
DA:84-338. DE:82-B12. U:84-344 
HX-31-80-207-FR-C ISBN 92-825-2640-2: ECU 12, 
BFR 490. 
Teaching and training the handicapped through the new 
Informetion technology 331 
346 Vocational training personnel in Belgium - Situation, 
training end prospecte - Carller, Ernest: European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training - 102pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
300g: (EN) 
HY-37-83-546-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3797-8: ECU 4, BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40, USD 4. 
347 Vocational training staff in Italy - Current situation and 
future trende - Délai, Nadio: Ferrari, Arnaldo: European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training - 78pp.: 30cm: softcover: 
230g: (EN) 
FR:84-343. IT:84-341 
HY-37-83-586-EN-C ISBN 92-825-3799-4: ECU 4 . BFR 185, 
IRL 3, UKL 2.40. USD 4 . 
PERIODICALS 
Europe-lnformationen fur die Jugendpresse. 
Fiches pédagogiques "30 jours d'Europe'. 
18 Statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
348 Statistiques de le durée du travail: Méthodes et mesurée 
dene le Communeuté européenne - Office statistique des 
Communautés européennes - 146p.: 30cm: broché: 390g: (FR) 
[Populstion et conditions sociales (couverture jaune) - Commission 
des Communautés européennes] 
CA-36-82-201-FR-C ISBN 92-825-3940-7: ECU 16.28, 
BFR 750. 
Technological change, employment, qualifications and 
training 89 
Tecnica informatica e formazione di peraonale specializzato 
nel settore dei servizi - Reiezione sulle risultenze di 
ricognizioni bibliografiche e di inchieste con esperti: 
Repubblica Federale di Germania, Francia, Regno Unito 90 
345 Textes relatifs à la politique européenne de Γ éducation, 
1974-1983 - Conseil des Communautés européennes - 90p.: 
30cm: broché: 240g: (FR) 
DA:84-339. DE:84-338. ΓΓ:84-34β. NL:84-345 
BX-38-83-257-FR-C ISBN 92-824-0156-3: ECU 5,45, 
BFR 250. 
Trends in innovation in continuing education and training 91 
Vocational training in the Federal Republic of Germany 92 
Vocational training needs in rural communities 93 
1810 General statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
349 ACP-Basic statistics - Statistical Office of the Europeen 
Communities [General statistics (grey cover) - Commission of the 
Europeen Communities] 
1984 - 176pp.: 15cm: softcover: 120g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-349 
CA-38-83-572-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4214-9: ECU 8.72. 
BFR 400 , IRL 6.40, UKL 5, USD 7.50. 
350 Eurostat Review 1973-1982 - Statistical Office of the 
Europeen Communities [General statistics (grey cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984- 238p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:84-3B0. DE:84-3BO. FR:84-361. IT:84-351. KU84-350 
CA-38-83-184-3D-C ISBN 92-825-4083-9: ECU 13.06, 
BFR 600 . IRL 9.60. UKL 7.50. USD 12. 
351 Statistical panorama of Europe - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - 31pp.: 23cm: stapled: 60g: (EN) 
DA:84-3B2. DE:84-362. FR:84-362. GR:84-350. IT:84-3B2. 
NL:84-3S2 
CA-AB-84-O05-EN-C : free of charge. 
352 Yearbook of regional statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Generel statistics (grey cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 -C , 241pp., 14 maps: 30cm: softcover: 900g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-3B1. DE:84-361. FR:84-3BO. GR:84-349. IT:84-3B0. 
NL:84-351 
CA-38-83-370-7C-C ISBN 92-825-4219-X: BFR 1000, 
IRL 15.90, UKL 12.50. USD 19. 
38 
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Informations de l'Eurostat. 
1820 National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
353 Balance of payments methodology of France - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1984 - 123pp.: 23cm: softcover: 200g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-364 
CA-40-84-084-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4266-1: ECU 21,71, 
BFR 1000, IRL 15.90. UKL 12.40, USD 18. 
354 The balance of payments statistics of the Federal Republic 
of Germany - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance end balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984- 105pp.: 23cm: softcover: 500g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:84-368. FR:84-36B 
CA-35-82-473-3A-C ISBN 92-825-3537-1: ECU 16.68. 
BFR 750, IRL 11.50. UKL 10.50, USD 16. 
355 Balances of payments ­ Geographical breakdown 
1977­1981 -Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance end balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 163p.: 30cm: softcover: 550g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-3S4 
CA-37-83-093-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3840-0: ECU 15,36, 
BFR 700 , IRL 11.50. UKL 8.70, USD 14. 
366 Balances of payments - Global data 1971 ­1982 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1983 - 89p.: 30cm: softcover: 257g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-363 
CA-37-83-990-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3840-0: ECU 7,62, 
BFR 350, IRL 5,60, UKL 4.40, USD 7. 
Det europæiske Nationalregnskabssystem ENS 107 
357 General government accounts and statistics 1970­1981 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1982 - clxxii, 279p.: 30cm: softcover: 1180g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/rT/NL) 
DA:84-362. DE:84-3B8. FR:84-3EB. ΓΤ:84-357. NL:84-3B0 
CA-38-83-007-6A-C ISBN 92-825-4066-9: ECU 19.64, 
BFR 900 , IRL 14.30, UKL 11.40, USD 17. 
358 Government financing of research and development 
1976­1983 - Statistical Office of the European Communities -
288p.: 30cm: softcover: 760g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
[Miscellaneous statistics (brown cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
DÆ84-3B9. DE:84-3B7. FR:84-363. GR:84-3B3. ΙΤ:84-381. 
NL:84-3B9 
CA-40-84-416-7C-C ISBN 92-825-4498-2: ECU 9,87, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20. UKL 5.90. USD 8.50. 
359 National accounts ESA: Aggregatee 1960­1982 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1984 - 135p.: 30cm: softcover: 380g: (EN/FR/NL) 
DA:84-357. DE:84-3B4. FR:84-3B6. ΙΤ:84-3Ββ. NL:84-357 
CA-38-83-015-3D-C ISBN 92-825-4834-1: ECU 10.85. 
BFR 500. IRL 8, UKL 6.30. USD 9. 
360 National accounts ESA ­ Detailed tablea by branch 
1970­1982 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 - 209p.: 30cm: softcover: 580g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-358. DE:84-386. FR:84-3B7. IT:84-3B9. NL:84-3B8 
CA-4O-84-303-6A-C ISBN 92-825-4440-0: ECU 13,16, 
BFR 6 0 0 . IRL 9.60. UKL 7.90, USD 1 1 . 
361 Regional accounts ESA: Detailed tablee by brenchea 
1979 / 1 9 8 0 - Statistical Office of the European Communitiee 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1981 - 173p.: 30cm: softcover: 510g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/rT/NL) 
DA:84-360. DE:84-368. FR:84-358. ΙΤ:84-380. NL:84-381 
CA-38-83-314-6A-C ISBN 92-825-4082-0: ECU 10,89, 
BFR 600 , IRL 8, UKL 6.30, USD 10. 
362 Regional statistics: The Community's financial participation 
in investments 1982 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [National accounts, finance and balance of payments 
(violet cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 - 87p.: 30cm: softcover: 260g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-381. 0E:84-3B9. FR:84-388. GR:84-364. ΓΤ:84-3β2. 
NL:84-362 
CA-38-83-362-7C-C ISBN 92-825-4323-4: ECU 5,46, 
BFR 250, IRL 4, UKL 3.20, USD 6. 
363 Studies of national accounts ­ No 2: Stock of fixed assets In 
industry in the Community Member States: towerds greater 
comparability - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 - 76pp.: 30cm: softcover: 230g: (EN) 
FR:84-3B9 
CA-38-83-403-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4078-2: ECU 3,27, 
BFR 150, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
364 Studies of national accounts ­ No 3: Trende in the public 
financée of the Member States (1970-1981 ) - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities [National accounts, finance and 
balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
1983 - L, 62p.: 30cm: softcover: 190g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-3eO 
CA-37-83-005-2A-C ISBN 92-825-3195-3: ECU 3.27, 
BFR 160, IRL 2.40, UKL 1.90, USD 3. 
365 Studies of nstional accounts ­ No 5: Accounts of the 
institutional sectors: An initial analysis of companies, 
households end banks in the Member States (1970­1982) -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [National accounts, 
finance and balance of payments (violet cover) - Commission of the 
European Communities] 
1984 - 92pp.: 30cm: softcover: 270g: (EN) 
FR:84-38I 
CA-37-83-603-EN-C ISBN 92-825-4193-2: ECU 4,34, 
BFR 2 0 0 , IRL 3.20. UKL 2.50. USD 3.60. 
366 Studies of national accounts ­ No 6: The degree of 
similarity in the economice of the EEC countries 1976 end 
i 9 7 0 / 1 9 8 1 - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[National accounts, finance and balance of payments (violet cover) -
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 - 126p.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (EN/FR) 
FR:84-382 
CA-40-84-852-2A-C ISBN 92-825-4950-X: ECU 4,44, 
BFR 200 . IRL 3.30, UKL 2.70. USD 3.50. 
PERIODICALS 
Balances of payments: Quarterly data. 
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1830 Population and social conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
367 Demographic statistics 1982 ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) ­ Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
1984 ­ 205p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL/GR) 
DA:84­367. DE:84­370. FR:84­372. GR:84­387. IT:84­372. 
NL:84­389 
CA­38­83­354­7C­C ISBN 92­825­4294­7: ECU 17,38, 
BFR 800 , IRL 12.70, UKL 10, USD 14. 
368 Duration of unemployment: Methode and measurement in 
the Europeen Community ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 ­ 140pp.: 30cm: softcover: 210g: (EN) 
FR:84­389 
CA­36­82­217­EN­C ISBN 92­825­3473­1: ECU 6,64, 
BFR 3 0 0 , IRL 4.60, UKL 4, USD 6.50. 
369 Employment and unemployment ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions (yellow 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 ­ 275p.: 3Dcm: softcover: 730g: (DA/DE/EN/FR/rT/NL) 
DA:84­388. 0E:84­389. FR:84­370. IT:84­371. NL:84­378 
CA­38­83­394­6A­C ISBN 92­825­4162­2: ECU 15.24, 
BFR 7 0 0 , IRL 11.10, UKL 8.80, USD 14. 
370 A guide to current eourcee of wege etetietics in the 
European Community ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities­ 169pp.: 30cm: softcover: 450g: (EN) [Population 
and social conditions (yellow cover) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities] 
FR:84­371 
CA­38­83­451­EN­C ISBN 92­825­4832­5: ECU 10.96, 
BFR 500 . IRL 8.10. UKL 6.50, USD 9. 
371 Labour costs 1981 ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population and socisl conditions (yellow cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
n.1: Principal results ­ 256p.: 30cm: softcover: 680g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­37B. DE:84­367. FR:84­387. GR:84­372. ΙΤ:84­388. 
NL84­387 
CA­16­83­001­7C­C ISBN 92­826­4018­9: set: ECU 7,08, 
BFR 325, IRL 5.20, UKL 4.10. USD 6.50: Volumes 1 ± 2 
ISBN 92­825­4016­2: volume. 
372 Labour costs 1981 ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Population end social conditions (yellow cover) ­
Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.2: Results by size classes and by regions ­ 291p.: 30cm: 
Boftcover: 1030g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­376. DE:84­388. FR:84­388. GR:84­373. ΓΓ:84­387. 
NU84­368 
CA­16­83­O02­7C­C ISBN 92­825­4018­9: set: ECU 7,08, 
BFR 325, IRL 6.20, UKL 4.10, USD 6.50: Volumes 1 ± 2 
ISBN 92­825­4017­0: volume. 
Statistiques de le durée du travail: Méthodes et mesures dans 
la Communauté européenne 348 
373 Structure of eernings 1978­79 ­ Principal results ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Population and 
social conditions (yellow cover) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.2: FRANCE ­ L, 603p.: 30cm: softcover: 1800g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­371. DE:84­373. FR:84­373. GR:84­3e8. IT:84­373. 
NL:84­372 
CA­O9­82­O01­7C­C ISBN 92­826­3817­6: set 
ISBN 92­825­3888­5: volume: ECU 32,65, BFR 1500, 
IRL 23.80, UKL 18.70, USD 28. 
374 Structure of earnings 1 9 7 8 / 7 9 ­ Principal results ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Population and 
social conditions (yellow cover) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.3: LUXEMBOURG ­L: 603p.: 30cm: softcover: 1800g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­372. DE:84­374. FR:84­374. GR:84­389. IT:84­374. 
NU84­373 
CA­09­82­O02­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3817­6: set 
ISBN 92­825­3889­3: volume: ECU 32,65. BFR 1500. 
IRL 23.80, UKL 18.70, USD 28. 
375 Structure of eernings 1 9 7 8 / 7 9 ­ Principal results ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Population and 
socisl conditions (yellow cover) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.4: BELGIQUE/BELGIË ­ 1 , 603p.: 30cm: softcover: 1800g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­373. DE:84­375. FR:84­375. GR:84­370. ΓΓ:84­375. 
NL:84­374 
CA­O9­82­O03­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3817­6: set 
ISBN 92­825­3890­7: volume: ECU 32.65. BFR 1500. 
IRL 23.80, UKL 18.70. USD 28. 
376 Structure of eernings 1 9 7 8 / 7 9 ­ Principal results­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Population and 
social conditions (yellow cover) ­ Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.5: DANMARK ­ c, 603p.: 30cm: softcover: 1800g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­374. DE:84­378. FR:84­378. GR:84­371. ΓΓ:84­37β. 
NL:84­37B 
CA­09­82­O04­7C­C ISBN 92­825­3817­6: set 
ISBN 92­825­4175­4: volume: ECU 32,65, BFR 1500, 
IRL 23.80, UKL 18.70, USD 28. 
PERIODICALS 
Unemployment: Monthly bulletin. 
Wsges and incomes ­ Rspid informetion. 
1840 Industry and services 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
377 Annual inveetmente in fixed aasets in the industrial 
enterprises of the member countries of the European 
Communities 1976­1981 ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­ Commission of 
the European Communities] 
1983 ­ 134p.: 30cm: softcover: 400g: (DE/EN/FR) 
DE:84­377. FR:84­381 
CA­37­83­271­3A­C ISBN 92­825­4074­X: ECU 14.15. 
BFR 650, IRL 10.40. UKL 8.10. USD 13. 
378 Energy statistics yearbook 1982 ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 ­ xxxiv, 177p.: 30cm: softcover: 570g: (DE/EN/FR/ΓΠ 
DE:84­38t. FR:84­378. ΓΓ:84­379 
CA­38­83­540­4A­C ISBN 92­825­4213­0: ECU 16.34, 
BFR 750, IRL 11.90, UKL 9.40. USD 14. 
379 Iron and Steel Yearbook ­ Statistical Office of the European 
Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­ Commission of 
the European Communities] 
1984­xliv, 137p., 12ÌIL: 30cm: softcover: 500g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­377. 0E:84­378. FR:84­379. GR:84­377. IT:84­380. 
NÜ84­380 
CA­40­84­981­7C­C ISBN 92­825­4550­4: ECU 19,84, 
BFR 900 , IRL 14.40, UKL 11.80. USD 15. 
40 
380 Iron and steel yearbook1983 ­Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 ­ xxxix, 136p., 12 ill.: 30cm: softcover: 480g: 
(DE/EN/FR/iT) 
DE:84­380. FR:84­380. IT:84­38t 
CA­38­83­031­4A­C ISBN 92­825­4021­9: ECU 19.64. 
BFR 900 . IRL 14.30, UKL 11.40. USD 17. 
381 Structure and activity of industry ­ 1 9 7 9 / 1 9 8 0 ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Industry and services (blue 
cover) ­ Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
1984: Main results ­ 24Ep.: 30cm: softcover: 660g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­380. DE:84­382. FR:84­382. IT:84­382. NL:84­381 
CA­37­83­255­6A­C ISBN 92­825­4199­1: ECU 19,61. 
BFR 900 , IRL 14.30, UKL 11.30, USD 17. 
382 Structure end activity of Industry 1979­Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
1984: Osta by size of enterprise ­ 190p.: 30cm: softcover: 520g: 
(DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­381. DE:84­383. FR:84­383. IT:84­383. NÜ84­382 
CA­38­83­661­6A­C ISBN 92­825­4387­0: ECU 5.48. 
BFR 250. IRL 4. UKL 3.20, USD 5. 
383 Yearbook of iron and steel 1952­1982 ­ Statistical Office of 
the European Communities [Industry and services (blue cover) ­
Commission of the European Communities] 
1983 ­xxvi, 89p.: 30cm: Softcover: 320g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:84­379. FR:84­377. 17:84­378 
CA­37­83­514­4A­C ISBN 92­825­3194­6: ECU 9,82, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.20, UKL 5.70, USD 8.50. 
PERIODICALS 
Coal: monthly bulletin. 
Electrical energy: monthly bulletin. 
Energy statistics: Monthly bulletin a) Coal, b) Hydrocarbons, c) 
Electrical energy. 
Hydrocarbons: monthly bulletin. 
Industrial production: Miscellaneous sectors. 
Industrial short­term trends. 
Iron and steel: monthly bulletin. 
Iron and steel: quarterly and monthly bulletins. 
Iron and steel: quarterly bulletin. 
1982 ­ 90p.: 30cm: softcover: 250g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:84­388. FR:84­38e. IT:84­388 
CA­40­84­367­4A­C . ISBN 92­826­4985­2: ECU 6.60, 
BFR 300 . IRL 4.90, UKL 4, USD 5.60. 
387 Community survey on the structure of agricultural holdings 
1979 / 1 9 8 0 ­ Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green cover) ­ Commission of the 
European Communities] 
n. 1 : Introduction and methodological basis ­ 162pp.: 30cm: 
softcover: 420g: (EN) 
DA:84­387. DE:84­387. FR:84­387. « ¡84 ­388 . IT:84­387. 
NL84­388 
CA­38­83­273­EN­C ISBN 92­825­4096­0: volume: 
ECU 7,62. BFR 360, IRL 5.80, UKL 4.40, USD 7. 
388 The Farm Accountancy Data Network ­ Resulte on 
Microfiches: Accounting year 1978 / 1 9 7 9 ­ Commission of the 
European Communities 
1983 ­ microfiche 105 χ 148: (EN) 
DE:84­389. FR:84­389. IT:84­390 
free of charge. 
389 The ratea of value­added tax in agriculture ­ Statistical Office 
of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 
(green cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
1984 ­ 25p.: 30cm: stapled: 100g: Supplement to 'Agricultural 
Price Statistics 1971­1982' (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:84­390. FR:84­390. IT:84­384 
CA­38­83­702­4A­C ISBN 92­825­4259­9: ECU 2,18, 
BFR 100, IRL 1.60, UKL 1.30, USD 2. 
390 Yearbook of fishery statistics ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry end fisheries (green 
cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
. 1984­119p.: 30cm: softcover: 340g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84­389. DE:84­388. FR:84­384. GR:84­384. ΙΤ:84­388. 
NL:84­389 
CA­40­84­685­7C­C ISBN 92­825­4983­6: ECU 9,90, 
BFR 450, IRL 7.30, UKL 5.90, USD 8. 
PERIODICALS 
Agricultural Markets: Prices. 
Agricultural statistics: Crop and animal production. 
Animal production. 
Crop production. 
EC­agricultural price indices (Output end Input). 
1850 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries 1860 Foreign trade 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
384 Agricultural prices 1972­1983 ­ Statistical Office of the 
European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green 
cover) ­ Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
1983 ­ xxiv, 316p.: 30cm: softcover: 875g: (DE/EN/FR/IT) 
DE:84­384. FR:84­388. IT:84­389 
CA­40­84­771­4A­C ISBN 92­825­5072­9: ECU 17.59. 
BFR 800 . IRL 12.90. UKL 10.50, USD 15. 
385 La Communauté européenne: Forate ­ Statistiques 
forestières sur la Communauté européenne, ses dix États 
membree, et superficies forestières mondiales ­ Commission 
des Communautés européennes: Direction générale Personnel et 
administration ­ Carte: 75 x 105cm: (FR) 
DE:84­38S. GR:84­38B. ΓΓ:84­38β. NL:84­388 
BFR 250. 
386 Community survey of orchard fruit treee 1982 ­ Statistical 
Office of the European Communities [Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries (green cover) ­ Commission of the European Communities] 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
391 Analytical tables of foreign trade ­ ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. exports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communitiee [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.A, 01­24: Agricultural products ­ xl, 602p.: 30cm: softcover: 
14O0g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
□A:84­403. 0E:84­391. FR:84­391. GR:84­403. IT:84­391. 
NL:84­403 
CA­22­84­O01­8A­C ISBN 92­825­4476­1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92­825­4463­X: volume: ECU 26,31, BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 16.70. USD 22. 
392 Analytical tobies of foreign trade ­ ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. exports ­
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) ­ Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.B, 25­27: Ores and concentrates ­ xl, 79p.: 30cm: softcover: 
340g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
41 
DA:84-404. DE:84-392. FR:84-392. GR:84-404. (T:84-392. 
NL84-404 
CA-22-84-O02-8A-C ISBN 92-826-4476-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-826-4464-8: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
DA:84-410. DE:84-398. FR:84-398. GR:84-410. IT:84-398. 
NL:84-410 
CA-22-84-O09-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263,10. 
BFR 12000, IRL 192. UKL 157. USD 220: Complete special 
ISBN 92-825-4471-0: volume: ECU 26 ,31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20. UKL 15.70. USD 22. 
393 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Externei trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D, 39-43: Plastics, leather-xl, 211p.: 30cm: softcover: 670g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-40B. DE:84-393. FR:84-393. GR:84-40S. IT:84-393. 
NL:84-40B 
CA-22-84-O04-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4466-4: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70. USD 22. 
399 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J. 84-85: Machinery and equipment - xl, 926p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1700g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-411. 0E:84-399. FR:84-399. GR:84-411. IT:84-399. 
NL:84-411 
CA-22-84-010-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10. 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
ISBN 92-825-4472-9: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
394 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communitiee] 
n.E, 44-49: Wood, paper, cork - xl, 147p.: 30cm: softcover: 510g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-406. DE:84-394. FR:84-394. GR:84-40e. IT:84-394. 
NL:84-406 
CA-22-84-OOE-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete speciel 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4467-2: volume: ECU 26 .31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
4 0 0 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.K. 86-89: Transport equipment - xl, 158p.: 30cm: softcover: 
540g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-412. DE:84-400. FR:84-400. GR:84-412. IT:84-400. 
NL:84-412 
CA-22-84-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10. 
BFR 12000, IRL 192. UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4473-7: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200. 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
395 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Externei trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the Européen Communities] 
n.F, 50-67: Textiles, footwear-xl, 516p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1430g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-407. DE:84-39B. FR:84-39B. GR:84-407. IT:84-39B. 
NL84-407 
CA-22-84-006-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192. UKL 157. USD 220: Complete speciel 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4468-0: volume: ECU 26 ,31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 16.70, USD 22. 
396 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G, 68-72: Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass - xl, 196p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 630g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-408. DE:84-396. FR:84-398. GR:84-408. ΙΤ:84-39β. 
NL84-408 
CA-22-84-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192. UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4469-9: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20. UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
397 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H, 73: Pig iron, iron and steel - xl, 244p.: 30cm: softcover: 750g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-409. DE:84-397. FR:84-397. GR:84-409. IT:84-397. 
NL:84-409 
CA-22-84-O08-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete speciel 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4470-2: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
398 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.l, 74-83: Other bese metels - xl, 201p.: 30cm: softcover: 650g: 
IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
401 Analytical tables of foreign trede - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L, 90-99: Precision end optical instruments - xl, 355p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 1030g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-413. 0E:84-401. FR:84-401. GR:84-413. IT:84-401. 
NL:84-413 
CA-22-84-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
ISBN 92-825-4474-5: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70. USD 22. 
402 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983 , exports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries/Products - xlv, 178p.: 30cm: softcover: 590g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-414. DE:84-402. FR:84-402. GR:84-414. IT:84-402. 
NL:84-414 
CA-22-84-013-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4476-1: set: ECU 263.10. 
BFR 12000. IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
ISBN 92-825-4475-3: volume: ECU 26 .31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70. USD 22. 
403 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, Imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trede (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.B, 25-27: Ores and concentrates - xl, 71p.: 30cm: softcover: 
300g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-391. DE:84-403. FR:84-403. GR:84-391. IT:84-403. 
NL:84-391 
CA-21-84-002-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4450-8: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20. UKL 15.70. USO 22. 
404 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, importe -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.C. 28-38: Chemicals - xl, 283p.: 30cm: softcover: 850g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
42 
DA:84-392. DE:84-404. FR:84-404. GR:84-392. IT:84-404. 
NU84-392 
CA-21-84-003-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete speciel 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4451-6: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
405 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. importa -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.D, 39-43: Plastics, leather-xl, 139p.: 30cm: softcover: 490g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-393. DE:84-405. FR:84-40S. GR:84-393. IT:84-40B. 
NL84-393 
CA-21 -84-004-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192. UKL 157. USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4452-4: volume: ECU 26 .31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
DA:84-398. DE:84-4IO. FR:84-410. GR:84-398. IT:84-410. 
NU84-398 
CA-21-84-009-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192, UKL 157. USD 220: Complete special 
ISBN 92-825-4457-5: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
411 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.J. 84-85: Machinery and equipment - xl, 458p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1290g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-399. DE:84-4H. FR:84-411. GR:84-399. IT:84-4t1. 
NL:84-399 
CA-21 -84-010-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192. UKL 157. USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4458-3: volume: ECU 26 ,31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
406 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the Europeen Communities] 
n.E. 44-49: Wood, paper, cork - xl, 121p.: 30cm: softcover: 450g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-394. DE:84-406. FR:84-406. GR:84-394. ΓΤ:84-40β. 
NL:84-394 
CA-21 -84-005-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete speciel 
IS8N 92-825-4453-2: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20. UKL 15.70. USD 22. 
412 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. imports -
Statistical Office of the Europeen Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.K, 86-89: Transport equipment - xl, 86p.: 30cm: softcover: 
360g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-400. DE:84-412. FR:84-412. GR:84-400. IT:84-412. 
NL:84-400 
CA-21-84-011-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4459-1: volume: ECU 26,31, BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
407 Analytical tablee of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, importe -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.F, 50-67: Textiles, footwear - xl, 411p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1200g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/fT/NL) 
DA:84-39S. 0E:84-407. FR:84-407. GR:84-39S. IT:84-407. 
NU84-395 
CA-21 -84-O06-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263.10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4454-0: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
413 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. importa -
Statistical Office of the Europeen Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.L, 90-99: Precision end opticel instruments - xl, 226p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 710g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-401. DE:84-413. FR:84-4I3. GR:84-40I. IT:84-413. 
NL:84-401 
CA-21 -84-012-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192. UKL 157. USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4460-5: volume: ECU 26 .31 . BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
408 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.G, 68-72: Stone, plaster, ceramics, glass-xl, 127p.: 30cm: 
softcover: 460g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-396. DE:84-408. FR:84-408. GR:84-398. IT:84-408. 
NL:84-396 
CA-21-84-007-8A-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192. UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4455-9: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20. UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
409 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, importe -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Externei trede (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.H, 73: Pig iron, iron and steel - xl, 140p.: 30cm: softcover: 490g: 
IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-397. DE:84-409. FR:84-409. GR:84-397. IT:84-409. 
NL:84-397 
CA-21 -84-008-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000. IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete special 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4456-7: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
410 Analytical tablea of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983. imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [External trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.l, 74-83: Other base metals - xl, 124p.: 30cm: softcover: 450g: 
IDA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
4 1 4 Analytical tables of foreign trade - ΝΙΜΕΧΕ 1983, imports -
Statistical Office of the European Communities [Externei trade (red 
cover) - Commission of the European Communities] 
n.Z: Countries/Products - xl, 114p.: 30cm: softcover: 430g: 
(DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-402. DE:84-414. FR:84-414. GR:84-402. IT:84-414. 
NL:84-402 
CA-21-84-013-8Α-C ISBN 92-825-4462-1: set: ECU 263,10, 
BFR 12000, IRL 192, UKL 157, USD 220: Complete speciel 
series 
ISBN 92-825-4461-3: volume: ECU 26 ,31 , BFR 1200, 
IRL 19.20, UKL 15.70, USD 22. 
415 Analytical tables of foreign trade - SITC / CTCI, rev. 
2-1983, exports - Statistical Office of the European Communities 
[External trade (red cover) - Commission of the European 
Communities] 
n.l: Countries by products - xxxviii, 356p.: 30cm: softcover: 
1030g: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL) 
DA:84-421. DE:84-416. FR:84-41B. GR:84-421. IT:84-416. 
NL:84-421 
CA-24-84-O01-7C-C ISBN 92-825-4490-7: set: ECU 167,71, 
BFR 7200. IRL 115.20. UKL 93.90, USD 138: Complete speciel 
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